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Abstract
This thesis deals with a blacksmith shop which operated at Ferryland
during the first half of the sev enteenth cen tury . First discovered during the
summer of 1984 in an area of Fe rry land commo nly referr ed to as the "Poo l" the
smithy was not completely excavated until the 1994 field season. Man y of the
fea tur es and artifacts were anal ysed to de termine the structural characteristics and
general layout of the shop in ad dition to the kinds of activities in which the
blacksmiths were engaged. It will be sbown that this smithy was lilcely built in
1622 by Captain Edward Wynne and his e leven colo nists.
Structural characteristics of the shop include a wooden frame building
having both a dirt floor and a slate roof. The positions of such features as the
an vil. forge. bell ows and slack. tu b were clearly visible and helped to de termine
th e layout of the smithy . Bla cksmiths in the seve ntee nth and eighte e nth ce nturi es
commonly practised a number of different trades. This was eviden tly the situation
at Fe nyland since the artifact analys is determined that the smiths were also
farrie rs, coppe rsmiths , locksmiths and gummiths as well as blacksmiths. Evidenc e
for these tra des is discussed in cha pter six.
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The final section of this thesis will deal with a preliminary metallurgic
examination of some of the slag that wasuncovered during excavations at both
the smithy and the southwest comer of Area C some forty metres to the east.
Since concentrations of slag were located at two different areas. it is possible tha t
the slag eithe r originated from the same smithy or is related to another
blacksmith shop tha t wasoperating in the area. The analysis established that
since the two samples were similar metallurgically , it is likely that the two groups
of slag originat ed from the blacksmith shop excavated at Area B.
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Chapter One
Introd uction
1.1 Introduction
The study of seventeeatb-cermrry Newfoundland through the analys is of
archacological data still remains a relatively DCW endeavour. However, recent
excavations carried out at Fcrryland have uncovered a large amount of
seventeenth-century material in association with a number of architectural
features. One significant feature excavated was the remains of a blacksmith shop.
A forge of stone construction, measuring approximately four by six feet (1.2 by 1.B
metres) , was excavated along with an immense amount of Iron and slag (Tuck and
Robbins 1985: 240). Analys is of the artifacts indicates that it was in usc somctime
before the m id-seventeenth century. Consequently, it is possible that this forge
may be the one referred to by Captain Wynne, when 0 0 July 28, 1622 he wrote
"tbe forge hath been finisbed this five weeks" (CeU 1982: 196).
The archaeological study of blacksmith shops is very significant since it can
reveal a substantial amount of information about the society in which the craft
was practised. Many trades depended upon the blacksmith's work, and smiths
were considcred to bave a vital role in almost all aspects of village life. For
example. the blacksmith manufactured and repaired most of the tools that were
used by the othe r craftsmen of the settlement as well as makin g many items
necessary for the community to survive. Producing and repairing items such as
iron nails, axes, knives, hamme rs, scythes, binges, horsesh oes, books, and ship
parts ensured tha t the community would continue to functio n properly. As a
result, an examination of the Ferryland blacksmith shop should reveal a great deal
abou t seventeenth-ce ntury colonial society.
In the early years of colonization any settl ement that aspired to become a
permanent outpost would have considered the construction of a forge to have
been of the utmost importance (Arthur and Ritchie 1982: 22). Even though many
iron tools and items could have been imported, the advantages of having an on-
site smithy to manufacture and repair a variety of objects would have made
everyday Life consid e rably easier. As a result, blacksmithing was considered one
of the most important trades in the seventeenth century (Watson 1968: 93).
There is considerable evidence, both documentary and archaeological, that
seems to confirm the notion that iron-working was considered an integral part of
colonial settlement. The list of the colonists who se ttled Jam estown. Virginia, in
1607 included a blacksmith named James Reed (Watson 1968: 94). Also,
excavations at the Frenc h settlement of Pentagoet and the Jesuit mission of
Sainte-Marie among the Huron uncovered the remains of blacksmith shops
(Faulkner 1987: 135-164; Kidd 1949: 59-61). John Guy's colony at Cupids also
apparen tly bad a forge. while a list of the early occupants of the Colony of Avalon
men tions two blacksmiths named Thomas Wilson and John Prater (Tuck 1993:
301). It seems conceivable, therefore, that the people who were in charge of
developing these colonies or frontie r settlements conside red the constructi on of
the smithy to be one of their first priorities.
The smithy that was uncovere d at Feny land is a very significant featur e,
since it is likely the most complete seventeenth-century Anglo-American smithy
tha t basyet been excavated in any colonial settlement. As a result, the
information retrieved from this excavation will serve as a model for smithie s in
other seventeenth-century colonial settlements and will be of considerabl e value
to historical archaeologists. By using the excavated material I hope to addr ess a
number of specific issues relating to seventeenth-century colonial bladcsmitbing.
1.2 Researcb Pro blems and Met hodology
One of the primary objectives of this study is to determine the period
during which the forge was in use. To accomplisb this a number of different
classes of artifacts was analysed. One of the most important discoveries in the
past century relating to the field of historical archaeology is J. C. Harrington's
work on the dating of clay pipe stem fragments (Harrington 1954: 9-13). By
analysing all the pipe bore diameters and tallying the percentages of each size
found. a date range can be assigned to the particu1acsite or stra tum in question.
Fortunate ly, excavations at Area B produced hundreds of pipe stem fragments
with a large propo rtion located on the floor of the smithy. This provided a large
sample which allowed for the calculation of an accurate time period. Excavations
at Area B also uncovered a very high number of comp lete pipe bowls . Starting
around 1570. clay pipe bowls went through a series of stylistic changes which can
be effectively used as a technique for dating (Noel Hume 1970: 302-303). The
same is also true of makers marks that have been stamped onto the foot of some
of the pipe bowls (Oswald 1975: 29-89; Allan and Barber 1m: 241·244). Other
types of artifacts, such as ceramics, bottle glass and jertc ns, were also examined in
order to establish the occupatio n period of the smithy.
Another objective of this thesis is to determine both the interior and
exterior features of the Ferryland blacksmith shop. Ide ntifying the location of the
interior features of me smithy (e.g, forge, anvil, bellows. and slack tub) involved a
combination of careful archaeological excavation and artifact analysis. Similar
studies have been done at smithies excavated at Penragoet, Fort St. Joseph, and
Fort Vancouver (Faulkne r 1987: 135-139; Wylie 1990: 7l~76; tight and Unglik
1984: 6-12; Ross, Thomas, Hibbs, and Carley 1975).
Unfortuna tely, the excavation did Dot uncove r much informa tion re lating to
the structural features of the smithy. Except for nails.a few small fragments of
poorly-preserved wood which mayor may not be related to the building., and
several post molds, other structural information was practically non-existent (tuck
1989: 297). Nevertheless. an atte mpt will be made to use the few data tha t are
available to make a number of general suggestions as to how the shop may have
originally looked
A major focus of this work is to identify the role of the blacksmith (s) in the
colonial environmenL In the seventeenth and eightee nth centuries it was common
for village blacksmiths to engage in highly diversified activities and to pra ctice a
variety of tra des such as locksmithing. farriering, gunsmithing, armoring. and
metalsmitbing (Faulkner 1987: 135). Th erefore, establishing what types of items
were manufactured by the blacksmiths will involve an anal ysis of all the diffe re nt
artifacts (i,e. gunflints., gun parts, lock:fragments. lead and copper, building
hardwar e, erc.) that were excavated from the smithy.
Artifa ct analysiswill also dete rmin e the importan t role tha t the
blacksmithts) had in terms of the other trad esmen who resided at the settl ement
since in most cases the smiths manufactured and repaired many of their tools.
Consequently, an examination of the iron artifacts sbould also reveal what other
trades were being carried out at Fe rryland during the perio d that the smithy was
in operation. Besides making tools, the blacksmith also manufactured and
repaired items ranging from cooking utensils to building hardware. Evidence of
such manufacture should help de te rmine what role the blacksmith(s) had in the
colonial society and how important they were to everyday life.
Finally, two concentra tions of smithy slag that were found at different
locations in the Ferryland site will be analysed metallurgically. Besides the slag
associated with the smithy, concentr ations were also found during excavations in
the south-west comer of Area C about 40 metres east of the smithy (Tuck and
Robbins 1985: 241). The presence of slag at two different locations could mean
there was eithe r more than one forge in use at Ferryland during the sevent eenth
century or tha t the two deposits of slag originated from the same forge. By using
the results obtained through both the metallurgical analysis of the slag and the
artifacts recovered from the two deposits, some suggestions are put forth
regarding the possible origins of the slag. A similar study was done by Henry
Unglik and John Light during the analysis of the Fort 51. Joseph blacksmith shop
(Light and Unglik 1987: 93-130).
Before answering these questions. a brief description concerning the history
of seventeenth-century Ferryland and the previous archaeological excavations that
have been carried out at this settlement will be conducted.
Chapter Two
Early Hlstery of renyland (1500-1700)
1.1 BackgroUDdHistory
Ferry-land is an outpo rt community loca ted on the Southern Shore of the
Avalon Peninsula approximately 8Okm.south of SL John's (Map 1). For the past
500 years this settlement bas played an integral role in shaping the earl y history of
Newfoundland . Beginning with the Beothuks and European fisherman in the
sixteenth century and the ear ly colonial ventures by Geo rge Calvert an d Sir David
Klrke in the seventee nth cen tury, Ferry-land bas bad a wide and varie d past, The
first mention of Ferry land can be found in Verrazano's wor ld map of 1529 where
it is referred to under its original name of Farilham. which is possibly a corrup tion
of the Portuguese word "farelhao" meaning steep rock. reef or point (Pope 1986:
1; Tuck 1996: 21).
During the sixteenth century many European nations were involved in the
lucrative cod fishery off the coas t of Newfoundland. As ear ly as 1520, both the
French and the Portuguese were sending as many as 100 ships to the fishing
groun ds each year (Matthews 1973: 69). Althou gh it is not certain wheth er this
earl y fishery was predominately wet or dry, the shores of Ferry land would have
provided an ideal location to process fish and rep lenish stores of water and wood.
When processing fish using the dry cure method, they were first lightly salted and
then wind dried. Conse quen tly, the cobb le beach es at Ferryland would have
served as an excellent locatio n to practi ce this dry curing technique. Excavations
undertaken at The Pool (l ,e. Area B) have uncover ed two layers of roughly laid
cobbles which possibly served as drying platforms for fish when the na tural beach
became filled to capacity (ruck 1996: 29). Even though fragments of Nonh
Devon ceramics were found in association with these cob ble features, no tobacco
pipe fragments were discovered . This implies that these cobble platforms were
built no later than the third quart er of the sixteenth century, likely by West
Counuy fisherman (ruck 1996: 29). Excavations also uncovered Spanish .
Portuguese, Basque and posstbly Breton or Norman pottery fragments in layers
below this cobble platform suggesting tha t Fenyl and served as a majo r seaso nal
fishing station for many Europe an countri es thro ughou t the sixteenth century.
In the ear ly pan of the sixteenth century, Ferry land wasalso visited by me
Beothuk Indians . In the lowest cultural layers of Area B, excavations reveal ed
numerous stone tools in association with various types of European pott ery and
small fragments of Iron, Even though none of the iron was modified into tools
such as projectile points or scrapers it is conceivable that the Beothuk were
visiting Ferryland primarily to obtain iron either through trade with the European
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fisherman or through scavenging. Since iron was a favoured raw material for the
Beotbuk peopl e, it is Dot surprising that they visited Ferryl and for this purpose
(Pastore 1992: 31).
The first quarte r of the seventeenth century was a very important period
for Newfoundland history since it was during this time that the first serious
atte mpts at colonizatio n were undertake n at such places as Cupids. Renews,
Bristol's Hope and Fenylaod. These permanent overseas colonies.,which were
primarily funde d by joint stock companies, were set up to bette r exploit the
lucra tive cod fishery.
The first colonization att empt undenaken at Fenyland began in 1620 when
George Calvert became the proprietor of a parcel of land between Aquafone and
Ca plin Bay. The following year Cal vert sent a gro up of twelve men including
Ca ptain Edward Wynne to Ferryland to begin work on the Colony of Avalon. In
a series of letters to Calvert. Wynne mentions how he and his men built a number
of structures including a 44 by 15 foot mansion house, sto reho use. sal t works,
forge. henhouse an d brewhouse (Pope 1993: 12). Wynne also provides so me
information as to how some of these building were constructed describing how
they dug into the earth for a cellar and a kitchen room. Besides constructing a
numbe r of buildings the colonists also CUl enough trees to enclose the four-acre
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plantation with a seven-foot high -palizado· whichaccording to Wynne would
"keep off both man and beast" (pope 1993: 12). Recent excavations of the area
surrounding The Pool have de termined tha t the ear ly colonis ts also constructed at
least onc stone building measuring 56' by 16'. This structure, which was built in
conjunction with a massive stone waterfr ont. served as the colony's storehouse
(Gaulton 1996: personal communication). These two very impressi.ve structures
are important in tha t they give us some indication as to the degree to which
Calvert invested into the colony. Calvert's son Cecil late r claimed that his father
invested as much as £20.000 to 00.000 into the Ferryland colony. Even though
this figure may be inflated, it is obvious that George Calve rt did invest qui te
heavily in his colonial venture (Pope 1986: 18).
In 1622 Wynne stated that the colony bad already grown to 32 people. In
additi on to people rela ted to fishin g. this ear ly population was also made up of a
skilled workforce including such tradespeople as blacksmiths, Slone layers,
quarryman, carpe nters, tailors. and coopers (Pope 1993: 19). During these next
few years the colonists became involved in agric:ultureand husbandry thereby
expanding the colony's subsistence base (Pope 1986: 19). By 1625 the population
bad grown to 100 people (Pope 1986: 19).
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In 1627 George Calvert, nowLord Baltimor e. arrived a t Ferryland. He
wasso impressed with the co lony that the foUowing year he bro ught most of his
family across the Atlan tic to take up permanent residence at Ferryland (Pope
1986: 20). Unfortunately fot the Calverts, their first year at Ferryland turned out
to be very unpleasant. First, they encountered a very bard winter which caused
much sickness thr oughout the colony. Calvert, clearly disa ppointed, wrote to
Char les I:
-I hau e fowne d by too deace bought experien ce. which other men for their
private interests always concealed from me that from the middest of
October, to the middes t of May there is a sadd face of wynter upon all this
land.....my bouse hath beene a bospitall all this wynter , of tOOpersons SO
sick at a tyme, myself being one and nine or ten of them dyed.c.l am
determined to committ this place to fishermen tha t are able to encounter
stormes and hard weath er, and to remove myself with some 40 persons to
your maiesties do minion of Virginia.._ - (Pope 1986: 21).
In addition to the inclement wea the r and sickness Calvert also had to deal with
French harassment o f many of the Englisb settlements loca ted alo ng the coast
(Pope 1986: 20). The constant threat of French attack mean t that mucb of the
coast would bave needed military protection which. in nun.would have caused a
serious financial drain on Calvert, To provide the required naval pro tection be
would bave bad to obtain permission from the King a uthorizing him to collect
revenu e from all the fishin g maste rs who would benefit fro m this prote ction.
Unfortunately, this permiss ion was never fortbcoming (Po pe 1986: 23). Anothe r
source of trouble for Cal ve rt during his first year at Fe rryland was the Rev.
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Eras mus Stounon. Rev. Sto urto a, a Church of England clergyman. was in
constant disagreement with Calvert and many of his colonists since many followed
the doctrine of the Church of Ro me. As a result there was much ideological
friction between the two (Pope 1986: 20; Pope 1993: 25). Finally, it seems that
Calvert wasbecoming increasing disa ppoint ed with his colo ny at Ferryland since
be wasDOt making any profi t. During the period that Calvert was in Ferryland,
the fishery was in the mids t of a depression which ultimat ely resulted in tbe
proprietorship becoming a comm ercial failure (Pope 1986: 21). With all of these
inhe rent problems Calvert deci ded to leave Feny land and set up a new colony in
wha t is now the stat e of Mary land.
Even though Calvert left Newfoundland in 1629, his famil y re tained
possession of Ferryland as la te as 1637. In the following year , howeve r, the
p ropri etorship was granted to Sir David Kirke during which time he convinced
Calvert's agent Captain William Hill to relocate to the other side of the barbour
(Pope 1986: 23-24). For the next 13 years Kirke continued to manage Ferryland
but unlik e Calvert he successfully managed to make the resident fishery work
ecoaomicaUy. To do this Kir ke co llecte d rent from resident p lanters for fishing
rooms and collected license fees for taverns. He also collected a five percent tax
from the West Country fishing masters who shipped their car go in fore ign vesse ls
(pope 1986: 24-25). In 1651 Kirk e's overse eing of Ferryl and en de d when he was
"
recalled to Lo ndon by the Commonwealth for an accounting of his propri e torship
(pope 1986: Z7). Even though Klrke died in a London prison in 1654, his wife
and three of he r SODS remained at Ferryland thro ughout most of the remainder of
the seventeenth century (Tuck 1996: 22).
During the same year that Kirke wasreturned to london the Council of
State authorized J ohn Treworgie and five othe rs to take contro l of all of his
assets. T reworgie remained at Ferryland until 1660 durin g which time he acted as
a kind of governor to the settlement (Pope 1986: 28) . Soon after Char les Il 's
ascen de nc:yto the Englis h throne both the Calvert an d Kirke families re newe d
their elaims to the propri etors hip of Ferryland. Even though the suit was officially
decided in the Calverts' favour in 1661, the Kirkes still remained at Ferrylan d
and in doing so retained control of many of the fishing premises (Tuck 1996: 29).
The latter part of the seventeenth century proved to be a very tumultuous period
for the people of Ferryland. In 1673 the colony suffe red a severe setback when
four Du tch ships und er Nicholas Boes raided the se ttl ement, Th e Gove rnor of
New York, Du dley Lovelace. who was a prison er onboard one of the ships.
describe d this eve nt whe n he wrote "the enimie plundered. ruine d. fired and
destroyed the commodities, cattle, bouseh old goods, an d oth er stores" (Pope
1993: 107).
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In 1696 Ferryl and was sacked again. but this time by a gro up of Fre nch
ships. A letter, written in 1697 by Feny land resident John Cleppe , described bow
the Fre nch burn ed all the ir houses. household goods.fish, oil. train vats, stages,
boats, nets, and all their fishing craft to the value of twelve thousand pounds
sterling (pope 1993: 144). After the attac k, many of the Ferryiand colonists were
taken prisoner and sent back to App ledore, Devon. where they resided for the
winter (Pope 1986: 31). In the years following the French raid, many colonists
resettle d at Fe rryland. This resulted in the main focus of se nlement changing
from the original site o f the colony to other parts of the barbour (Tuck 1996: 23).
This cha pter offers only a brief description of the background history of
Fe rryland, Fo r a more detailed study conce rning the political. economic, and
social history of this area one should refer to Dr . Pet er Po pe' s MA thesis
"Ce ramics Fro m Seven reentb-Cenrary Newfoundland - and his PhD dissertation
"Ibe South Avalon Planters. 1630 to 1700: Resid ence. Labour, Demand and
Exchange in Sevemeentb-Century Newfoundland", Also available for Study is a
co llection of over 200 pages of primary documen tation co mpile d by Dr. Pope
dealing predominate ly with Ferryland between 1597 and 1726.
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Unfortunate ly primary documentation by i.tself is unab le to answer many
important que stio ns concerni ng seventeenth -century Ferryland, includin g those
that deal with the lifestyle of the average person. Since most docum entation is
concerned either with significan t events aDd/or important people most histories
tend to exclude the majority of the population and the ir role in everyday life.
However , when one uses historical documentation in conjunction with arch aeo logy
the re is a greater chance of illuminating the lives of the illiterate and the ignored
(Pope 1986: 33). Consequently, this research will focus on a seventee nth-century
blacksmith shop that wasdiscovered at Fenyland and the Important role tha t it
would have played in the colonial settlement,
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Cbapter'I'hrec
Hi story or Excava tio n
3.1 Archaeological Excava tions at Ferryland
For ove r the pas t 100 hundred years, am ate ur arc haeologists, historians,
an d pro fessio nal archaeol ogis ts have all attempted to un cover evi dence of the
early Colony of Avalon a t Fenyland. The first repone d excavation was carried
out in 1880 by Bishop Michael F. Howley. Bishop Howley, in his book
.Eccksiastir:alHistory ofN~oundland·. mentioae d that even though very Little
remains of the original co lony. the foundations of Lord Baltimore' s bouse were
still visib le (Ho wley 1979: 124). Unfortunately, the exact locati on of his
excavation still remains unkn own (Pope 1989: 78). He also reponed that
excavations uncovered a number of artifacts including a silver snuff spoon.
Inte restin gly, this spoon ba d the ini tials G.K. inscribed un to it whic h led Bishop
Howley to believe that it originally belonged to George Kirce, one of the SODS of
Da vid and Sarah Kirke (Howley 1979: 124) . In 1937, Dr. Slanl ey Brooks
conducte d further excavations around Th e Pool and on the adjacen t mainland
west of the site. In a brief unpublished report and subsequent newspape r article
Dr . Brooks suggested that the Mansion House was loca ted somewhere near the
fanner St. Josephs schoo l o r what is now the Colony of Avalon visitor center
(Broo ks 1937: 1; Pope 1986: 71-78). Broo ks bases this idea on a letter writt en in
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1622 by Ferryland colonist Danie l Powell in which be describes the loca tion of the
mansion bouse -a t the foot of an easie ascending hill- (pope 1993: 15).
According to Brooks the hill Powell was referring to was The Gaze. a hill situated
to the west of the settleme nt, Brooks also claims to have located a dep ress ion in
the same area that had measurements very close to the dimeosions of the
Mansion bouse given by Wynne (Barakat 1976: 16).
In 1959, J.R. Harper of the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of
Canada began an excavation in the Fenyland Pool area During the course of the
excavation. Harper dug a six by six foot test squar e in an abandoned garden
somewhere near the present loca tion of Area B (Harper 1960: 111). Harper
state d tha t the recove red artifacts show evidence of occupatio n at this site from
the first quarter of the seventeenth century up to the ninete enth century. He also
suggested that artifacts from the lowest level of the tes t square. which da te from
abo ut 1625-1650., represent objects located in "a wing or outbuilding of the main
Baltimore bouse just to the west" (Harpe r 1960: 111; Pope 1986: 78).
Dr. Jam es Tuck of Memorial Unive rsity conducted an excavation at the
Fe rryland Poo l are a in 1968 in the prese nt location of the salt beef plant. During
this excavation Dr. Tuck and his crew discover ed a sla te drain and a quantity of
seventeenth-century artifacts (Tuck 1996: 24).
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In 1976, R.K. Barakat of Memorial University carried out a se ries of
excava tions to the east of Harper's test square and on Bouys Island. which is
located just north of Ferryland Head (Tuck 1996: 24; Pope 1986: SO). According
to Pope. the artifacts that were recovered date primarily to the eighteenth century
(Pope 1986: 80).
In 1984. 1991. and 1m. the Ferryland Pool area was also the subject of
underwater archaeological work. In 1984 Skanes and Deic hmann carried out an
underwater survey of the north shore of The Pool along with an analysis of
artifacts tha t were recovered from fill that was previously dre dged from the same
loca tion (Skanes and Deichmann 1984: 398). Both the underw ater surv ey and the
anal ysis of the artifacts excavated from The Poo l fill showed evidence of the
Ferryland Harbour having been used by Europeans during most of the historic
period (Skanes and Deicbmann 1984: 401). Even though Skane s carri ed out more
underwater surveys in 1991 and 1992. results of this work ar e unavail ab le.
In 1989, M.A Stapp did some salvage work at the beginning of the
Lighthouse road just to the west of the Williams property. Excavation of a four
by one mete r trench uncovered a numb er of artifacts ranging in date fro m the
seventeenth to the twentieth century . Two iden tifiable fea tures in the form of a
cobblestone road and the remains of a stone wall were also uncovere d in this
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uench (Stapp 1989: iii) . Beginning In 1984, a crew from M.U.N.. under the
direction of Dr. Jam es Tuck, start ed an intensive archa eological program in The
Pool area to assess the potential of the site. the degree of disturbance caused by
recen t construction, and to bopefully find some physical remains of the Colony of
Avalon (Tuck 1993: 296). During the next 12 years (it should be noted tha t
excavations were delayed from 1987 to 1991) seven different areas were excavate d
(Areas A-G) uncovering no less than nine different structures and an imme nse
amount of seventeen th-century material (Map 2)(Plate 1). In the following
sections each of these particular sites will be described in detail.
Area A
It wasduring the first field season that two locations, Areas A and B, were
excavated. Area A consisted of four excavated ODe meter squares at the western
margin of the site in which some seventeentb-cenrury material, but no fea tures.
were found (fuck 1993: 297; Tuck 1996: 27) .
Area B
During the 1984and 1985 field seasons excavations at Area B uncover ed
the remains of a stone forge and a vast number of seventeenth-century artifacts
including material associated with blacksmithing such as slag. iron, charcoal, coal.
and copper. 10 total about sixty square meters were excavated, although not all
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were take n down to the sterile subsoil (Pope 1986: 83). It was not until the 1994
field seaso n that work:was continued at Area B,.during which time the blacksmith
shop wascompletely excavated. These excavations revealed the Ooo r of the
smithy plus an enormous number of artifacts .
Late into the 1994 field season and throughout the 1995 seaso n excavations
of the original sandand gravel beach at the lowest levels of Area B uncovered a
number of small beanhs of fire-shatte red rock and a quantity of sto ne tools.
These stone tools. which included. small projectile points, bifaces, and a chopper
were aU made from regionally available chert, Tuck states that the small
projectile points are almost identical to those found on Beothuk sites excavated in
other areas of Newfoundland such as Boyd's Cove and Russell's Point (Tuck
1996: 27). In addition to these stone tools pieces of burned bone. seeds. fir
needles and hundreds of chen Oakes were also uncove red.
At roughly the same level in which the Beothuk material was loca ted.
excavations also uncovered evidence poin ting to an early European presence at
Feny land. This evidence. which is in the form of well preserved ceramic
fragments. have been identified as having either a Portuguese and/or Spanish
origin. while other pieces were identical to those recovered from excava tions at
the sixteenth century Basque whaling station at Red Bay,labrador (Tuck 1996:
22
28). Also. another type of ceramic. which is of a form yet unide ntified. might be
of Norman or Breton origin (Tuck 1996: 28). What is important abo ut these
ceramics is that the y provide valuable informa tion penaining to the natio nali ty of
the Europeans who were involved in the Newfoundl and cod fishery during the
sixteenth century. Even though archaeology bas ascertained that both Europeans
and Beothuks frequented Ferryland during the sixteenth century it is unknown
whether the two pe op les came into contact with one ano the r and. if so, what the
nature of these e ncounters might have bee n.
During the latter pan of the 1995 field season. excavations also uncovered
a po rtio n of a cobblestone road and the found ation and firepl ace of a domestic
reside nce. Th e exposed porti on of the cobble st one str ee t measured approxim a tely
30 metres in length and four metres in width (98' by 13') and may repr esent the
original str eet that Captain Wynne is suppose d to have built in 1622. A brief
examination of the excavated bouse seem to suggest tha t it was a wood frame
structure built upon a stone wall foundatioa (Tuck 1996: 31).
AreaC
In 1986 excav ations were also undertaken at Area C, approxima tely 40
met ers northeast of Area B. These excavati ons uncovered evidence of a stone
stru cture an d thousands of seventee nth-cen tury artif acts. Afte r this 1986 field
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season it became apparent tha t the Fenylaod site was so rich in artifacts that
future excavations would bave to be delayed until conservation capab ilities could
be increased (ruck 1989: 303). In 1992, archaeol ogical work was initiated once
again with excavatio ns concentrated at Area C. Over the next five yean.
excavations at Area C reveal ed at least two different stone buildings. a ston e
privy, and a massive seawall structure along with an enormous number of
seventeenth-century artifacts.
The only complete building that was fully exposed at Area C was a large
stone structur e with an Interi or space measuring approximately 56' by 16'
(Gaulton 1996: personal communication). This building. which con tained artifacts
dating to the first balf of the seventeenth century , likely se rved as the colonists'
storehouse. Excavation of this storehouse have de termin ed tha t this structure was
roo fed complete ly in sto ne sla tes. Incorpora ted into this building on its nonh side
was a massive ston e wall This stone wall. which bas a single finished face only on
its nonh side, like ly served as a seawall that formed a quays ide alon g the southe rn
edge of The Pool. Recent excavations have shown that this seawall continues
westward along the inner perimeter of The Pool for approximately another 50
metres and turns to the north at the eastern end of The Pool (Tuck 1996: 32).
In the western section of the storehouse excavations uncovered a sto ne-
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lined privy. This privy, which measur es four by nine feet and four fee t dee p, was
buil t directly into the seawall This structure bad two drains located below the
high tide level which allowe d the privy to be flushed out every twe lve bours (Tuck
1996: 33). Since the soil found in the privy waswater-saturated, a variety of
organic materials such as a wooden wheelbarrow, various textiles. leather shoes
and scabbard. plus a vast num ber of fish. mammal, and bird bones and seeds were
discovered (Tuck 1996: 34). Parasitologist Patrick Horne analyse d some of the
privy refuse and identified the eggs from a number of different human intestinal
parasi tes (Tuck 1996: 34). One interesting artifact that was discovered in the
privy was a smalJ wax seal that bears the Immaculate Heart of Mary situa ted
below a weeping eye . This image.alm ost certainly Roman Ca tholic. most likely
arrived at Ferryland during the 16205 when manyof the settle rs were practising
Roman Catholics (Tuck 1996: 34).
A second structure that was uncovered at Area C was a portion of a stone
cowbouse or byre. This byre, which seems to have been constructe d sometime
after 1673. was built using the eas t-west wall of the storehouse. It was tloor ed in
cobblestones that were laid in such a way as to form.a drain tha t proceeded
thro ugh the west wall of the building. This drain continues westward until it
eventually ends up into the now converted privy or cesspit (Tuck 1996: 35). This
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drain would have permitted animal waste to flow from the floor of the cow bouse
to the cesspit and from there out into the ocean,
For a more detailed discussion of Area C and its associated structures refer
to Barry G aulton 's MA thesis ' Sevenreenth-Cearury Stone Construction at
Ferryland Newfoundland (Area C)-.
AmoO
In 1994 excavations were also begun at Area D during which time both a
domestic building and a stone-lined well were discovered. This building had
overall measurements of approximately 11'6" by 39' including a large stone
fireplace located at one of its gabled ends. This house was constructed almost
entirely from wood. since excavatio ns uncover ed a layer of wood char coal
consisting primarily of preserved beamsand planks. Analysis of the associated
artifacts reveals that even though this building was substantial in size. the owners
of this bouse were not, in all likelihood. of the gentry class . This idea is suggested
by the ceramics since a high proportion of those found in the house were of the
low-end variety (i.e. relatively expensive wares sucb as tin-glazed and sgraffito
potte ry were not discover ed in any significan t quantity). This point is reinforced
in that no glassware or othe r similar artif acts wer e found (Tu ck 1996: 36).
Artifact analysis (Le. plpestems, plpebowls and coins) suggests that this bous e was
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constructed no earli er than the mid-seventeenth century and like ly destroyed by
the French attack on Fenyland in 1696 (Tuck 1996: 36).
Excavations very close to the house also uncovered the remains of a stone-
lined well. This well, which extends approximately 25' below the ground surface .
was constructe d using a combination of timber, brick and stone. Even tho ugh no
dateable artifacts were found within the well, excavations in close proximity to it
did find some that relate to the seventeenth century. As a result it is pro bab le
that the well was associa ted with the bouse .
_.E
During the 1993 field season excavations were undertaken on the hill at the
southern edge of the site. Since this location provided an excellent view of the
harbour it was not surprising to have discovered the remnants of early
fortifications in this area. Owing the late seventeenth century, Captain William
Holman was reported to have repaired the colony's fortifications. Consequently,
it is possible that some of the structures discovered at this location, such as the
retaining wall, mound, and gate, are somehow rela ted to Holman 's Fort.
Excavation of a one metre trench revealed a sod structure tha t Tuck sta tes may
have been a part of the colony's original fortifications . This structure, which
likely functioned as a gun platform, was built directly upon a sterile humus layer,
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and for that reason may be related to the fortifications erected at Ferryland
during the early years of the colony (Tuck 1996: 3940) . Excavations in the upper
levels of Area E revealed a building baving two gable-ended fireplaces . This
building, which measured 12 by 30 feet. contained a high proportion of drinking
vessels, glass.and pipe fragments suggesting that this structure once served as a
tavern or tippling house. Analysisof the recovered artifacts Indicate that this
building was used during the first balf of the eighteenth ceotury (Tuck 1996: 39).
Area F
In the summer of 1996. excavations began at a location directly across from
Area C in the former property of Mr. Arch Williams. Even though excavations at
this area are presently ongoing. it is possible to make a number of general
statements concerning some of the material that bas been uncovered to date .
Very early in the dig season excavations in the northern section of Area F
discovered a layer of cobblestones about 90cm below the surface . Although the
excavation of this cobblestone level has not been completed, enough bas been
uncovered to determine that its maximum width was approximately 13 feet and
that it does not continue on in an eastward direction. This measurement is almost
exactly the same as the width of the cobblestone street found in Area B in 1995.
This.coupled with the fact that both layers of cobblestones were laid in a very
similar fashion, suggests that the two are almost certainty associated with each
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other. In a 1622 letter to George Calvert, Captain Edward Wynne writes·...for
the comfort of neighbourhood, another row of buildings may be so pitched, that
the whole may be made a pretty street" (Pope 1996: 11). This comment suggests
that one row of buildings bad already been constructed and that when the
colonists finished construction on buildings located across from these they would
have made a street. Consequently. if the cobblestone road that we have locat ed
in both Areas B and F is the same as the cobble street mentioned by Wynne it is
possible that we have discovered both the eastern and western margins of the
colony of Avalon. This will prove to be very helpful in locating more buildings
associated with the original colony.
Excavations to the east of the cobblestone road have uncovered a thick
layer consisting of burned charcoal and brick. Associated with this destruction
layer is an immense number of late seventeenth-century artifacts including such
items as pipe fragments. glass, various metals, and ceramics. Located immediately
below this destruction level is a dark layer containing artifacts dating primarily to
the first balf of the seventeenth century . Future excavations in this location may
reveal some structure related to the original Colony of Avalon. Excavations
carried out at the western margin of Area F have also turned up a high quantity
of artifacts dating to the first half of the seventeenth century.
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Area G
Midway through the 1996 field season excavations were started to the west
of Area C in a vacant lot owned by Mr. Ray Costello . Excavations a t this area
included a one by nine metre north-so uth trench alon g with a east-west trench
running parallel to the high tide mark. In this first trench a cobblestone feature
and artifacts dating primarily to the late seve nteenth century to the ear ly
eighteenth century were discove red. Analysis of these artifacts and the depth of
the deposit seem to suggest that this feature is rela ted to a cobb lestone paving
previously discovered at the western margin of Area C in 1995~ 1996. Due to the
la te r construction date of this cobb lestone feature it is very likely unrelated to the
sections of cobblestone road found in Areas B and F (Tuck 1996: personal
communication).
During the 1996 field season excavations were carried out in three different
locations parallel to the high tide mark and in line with the seawall found at Area
C to determin e the extent of the colony's ear ly quayside. Consequently, three of
the excavated test pits uncove red prese rved segments of the seawall. Adjo ined to
the seawall in two of the pits were horizontal logs attached to vertical wooden
posts . These possibly served as strouders, which allowed ships or boats to moor
against the seawall without sustaining damage.
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A rich deposit of eighteenth-century material was unearthed above and to
the south of the seawalL These artifacts. which included saltglazed stoneware,
creamware, window glass. and pipe fragments seem to suggest that a domestic
structure dating to around the third quarter of the eighteenth century is located
nearby. Excavations at both Areas F and G will continue during the 1997 field
season. Further archaeological examination will undoub tedly provide us with
more information concerning the features that have been found at these areas
while also giving us a greater understanding of the Colony of Avalon.
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Cbapter Four
Co nstruction of the Blac ksmi th Shop
4.1 Introd uction.
When Captain Edward Wynne and his eleven labourers first arrived at
Ferryland in 1621 one of their immediate tasks were to reclaim previously "void
or waste ground - (pope 1993: 13). By using the soil that was dug during the
initial construction of a well, brewbouse, kitchen and tenements, and depositing it
next to the shoreline, Wynne and his men were able to generate new lan d which
could be used to develop the colony (Pope 1993: 13). It seems that this method
of creating new land became common practice as the labourers expanded the
boundaries of the colony. Consequently, when excavations began at the site of the
smithy, it was observed that this method was employed during its initial
construction phase. Excavations have determined that the blacksmith shop was
constructed directly in tO the side of an "easy-ascending" hill that flanks much of
the area around The Pool. It wasdone in such a way that the walls of the shop
(excluding the front portion) would have been positioned directly up against
subsoil walls. By digging out a section of the hill measuring approximately 35m
by S.25m (11'S" x 172") and transferring the excavated soil next to the shoreline
the colonists would have crea ted two building areas that were previously
unavailable. Even though this method of reclaiming land would have undoubtedly
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been very stre nuous work. it was, however. a.very resource ful way of exploiting
land that was previously unusable in order to produce new prope rty on which
further buildings coul d be cons tructed.
4.Z Exteriol' Features or the Blacksmith Shop
Unfortunately, excavation of the smithy revealed very little evidence
pertainin g to its structural chara cteristics. Besides nails . roof slates. a few small
fragments of poorly-preserved wood (which may or may not be related to the
building) and several post molds. othe r structural information was practically non-
existent (Tuck 1989: 297) . Nevertheless. enough artifactual evidence was
uncovered to make a number of general suggestions as to what the shop may have
loo ked like.
During the course of the archa eological project it became apparent that
the smithy was built without the use of either a brick or rock sill Consequently, it
seems tha t the wallsof the blacksmith shop were constructed by placing upright
boards directly into or on the ground in such a manne r that they would have been
situated adjacent to the subsoil retaining walls . Evidence that pointed to this type
of constru ction was in the form of a three to four inch wide space that existed
along the oute r perimet er of the floor (with the exception of the front section).
This "space" was easily discemable, considering that most of the floor was
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covered with a very baed packed layer of clay, slag. scale, coal, and charcoal which
was practically impenetrable. This is the only structure excavated in The Pool
area that displays evidence of this type of construction. This particular building
design, which was quicker and easier than the construction techniques found in
the other excavated buildings would have most certainly decreased the amount of
time it would have taken to get the smithy operational. Since the blacksmith shop
would have ultimately produced many of the items needed for building other
structures, it was probably the intention of Wynne and his labourers to construct
the smithy as quickly as possible. lbis would have resulted in the structure having
been built in a simple basic form.
As previously mentioned, the front section of the smithy did not have this
three to four inch wide trench . Since the front wall was not constructed in the
same mann er as the other three, what type of from was on this building? It is
possible that this stru cture was open on the front end. similar to other smithies of
the same period (Tuck 1989: 297). Another possibility is that the front section
was comprised of two large doors that would have been supported by comer
posts. These types of doors were commonly found in shops operated by smiths
who practised farriering. This would have made the job of shoeing horses and /or
oxen much easier, since the smith could bring the animals directly into the shop.
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Other information related to the structural characteristics of the forge are
related to both the roof and floor. We can be relatively certain that the original
floor of the smithy was made of dirt. However. over its manyyears of use. most
of the floor became encrusted with coal. charcoal, slag, scale, and many fragments
of pipes, ceramics . and chert. Excavation of the floor also uncovered a number of
small post molds that could be related to interior bracing (Tuck 1989: 297) . A
substantial number of roof slates. most incomplete. indicate that the blacksmith
shop was roofed in this material . Barry Gaulton, who is studying various stone
building techniques employed at Ferryland, suggests that the shape of these slates
is very similar to the those used to cover the storehouse located at Area C (Plat e
42).
From all of the above evidence it can be determined that unlike most of
the other buildings excavated at Ferryland, the blacksmith shop seems to have
been a structure that was constructed in a relatively rough unfinished manner.
4.3 Interior Layout of the Blacksmith Shop
Blacksmith shops. whether large or small, should contain four dearly
identifiable sections; the work area, domestic area, storage area. and the refuse
area (Light 1984: 55). Even though these areas may overlap and vary In size,
complexity and spatial relationships, all should be discemable through careful
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archaeological excavation and artifact analysis (Ligh t and Unglik 1984: 11).
Fortunately, the Ferry land smithy was found to be in a remarkable sta te of
preservation, which made the process of determining the various components of
the blacksmith shop very strai ghtforward.
Determining the work area(s) of any smithy involves establishing the
loca tion of such items as the forge, anvil. be llows, workbench. slack tub. and
blacksmith tools. The stone forge (Feature 26), wbich measures approximately
four by six feet (1.2 by 1.8 metres). was located along the west wall of the smith y
in such a way that one end was set into it (Plate 4.3). Even though the forge was
not fully intact. some sections measured up to 50cm in height. It is likely that it
was originally higher than this. since a few quarried stone s belonging to the forge
were found scattered around the structure . Also. no bole for the tuyere pipe was
det ected among the dry masonry structure suggesting that it was probab ly lost
when the uppe r stone courses of the forge were dismantled. It is difficult to
ascertain the exact he ight of the forge since this would bave ultimate ly depended
upon the personal preference of the blacksmith. In most cases, however, the
blacksmith's forge would have been built waist high since this would minimize
work effort (Light 1984: 56). Excavations also found many fragments of brick
along the upper surface of the forge suggesting tha t the uppe r courses could have
been made from that material (T uck 1989: 297).
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Anoth er inter esting feature of this stone forge is its shape. Loca ted a t the
easternmost section was an almost square alcove tha t measured approxima tely
nan by 68an. This alcove. which has a slate uoor , was built dir ectly into the
stone forge. At first this feature was very puzzling since no documentary sources
men tioned any similar type: of anomaly. However. whe n one cons iders bow smithy
wor k areas are o rganized it becomes apparent tha t this spa ce was likely rese rved
for the slack tub. The layou t of the work area depended almost solely upo n the
location of the forge. since oth er featur es like the anvil. slack tub, and bell ows
would have been loca ted in close proximi ty to it This was done to minimize
unn ecessary move ment an d allow the blacksmith to conserve as much ene rgy as
poss ible. Therefore, in re lation to the forge this would have mad e an excellent
area to place the quenching tub. Slack or que nching rubs were very simp le items,
usually consisting of a half barr el (light 1984: 57). Cons idering the size of the
alcove a half barrel tub woul d have fit almost perfectly.
Locat ed ap proximately sOcm and lOOcm northeast or the fo rge are two
larg e post molds (Features 28 and 29) surr ounded by a thick conce ntra tion or
scale and small iron fragme nts (Features 27 and 31). Th ese post molds almos t
surel y indicate the loca tion or the anvil (P late 4,4). As previously menti on ed, the
anvil would have bee n locat ed next to the forge to maximize efficie ncy and allow
the smith to work the iro n while it was still bot (U gbt 1984: 57). These two post
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molds suggests that the location of the anvil was reloca ted sometime during which
the forge was in use (Tuck 1993: 300).
Excavations south of the stone forge unearth ed two post molds (Features
78 and 79) that likely repr esent the posts that once supported the bellows (Plate
45 ). The bellows, which bad to be mounted off the floor to prevent the leath er
from rottin g and allow for air intake, would have been supported by eithe r one or
two posts (light 1984: 56) . Since neither the bole for the tuyere pipe or any
physical remains of the bellows were discovered, these post molds provide the
only evidence for the probable location of the bellows.
Excavations of the smithy floor approximat ely 2Scm. nonh of the stone
forge revealed another large post mold which possib ly represents the location of
the block that would have supported the blacksmith 's swage (Feature 37). A
swage is a large item tha t is DOt used as often as othe r blacksmith tools therefore
it is usually loca ted in a less busy section of the smithy (Light and Unglik 1984:
to). The blacksmith (s) may have also possessed a mandril which would have
likely been loca ted near the swage.
The only featur e in the work area that could oat be identified
archaeo logically was the position of the blacksmith' s workbench. Since no so il
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samples were taken from the forge floor during excavations, soil analysis to help
determine workbench placement could not be carried out. This type of study was
done by Parks Canada archaeologists when excavating the Fan St. Joseph
blacksmith shop in Ontario (Stewart, Light, Lafleche 1984: 40). However, by
examining the location of the other features in the work area the possible
positions of the workbench become more apparent. Space limitations at both the
southern and eastern sections of the blacksmith shop, due to the location of the
bellows, fuel pile. and anvil. make the placement of the workbench in these areas
very unlikely . Consequently, the most probable place for the bench would be
either against the northern half of the west wall or directly against the north wall.
Further evidence that supports this is that many of the blacksmith7s tools. such as
two files, a hand vise and one set of bench shears, were unearthed in the front
section of the smithy adjacent to both the north and west walls. These items were
commonly used in conjunction with a bench vise which would have been attached
to a workbench. Therefore, since these tools were all discovered together, it is
probable that the workbench would have been stationed nearby.
In many cases the workbench would have been situated very close to a
window, allowing for good lighting while the smith worked at the vise (light 1984:
59). When one studies the layout of the Ferryland smithy it becomes clear that
the north wall and/or the northern half of the west and east walls are the only
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areas that could have contained windows. since the other wall areas were put up
directly against the subsoil embankment. Unfortunately, however, no window
glass was recovered during the excavations so this idea of window placement is
highly speculative.
A blacksmith would commonly organise his smithy in such a way as to have
places for unused iron stock, reusable scrap. and for fuel (Wylie 1990: 73). The
location of these storage ar eas depend ed upon the availability of space within the
sbop and upon the preferences of the blacksmith. In the southeast section of the
smithy a large concentration of both coal and charcoal was discovered suggesting
the probable location of the fuel pile (Feature 36). Light states that it was
common practice for many smiths to place their fuel piles outside of the smithy to
prevent spontaneous or accidental combustion (Light and Unglik 1984: 6) . In this
case, however, the fuel pile was located in relative ly close proximity to the forge.
The fact that both coal and charcoal were found suggests that both were being
used as fuel (Plate 4.6). Faulkner suggests that coal-fired forges were uncommon
in the seventeenth century even though the smithy that wasexcavated at Fort
Pentagoet also used coal as its fuel (Faulkner 1987: 137). Charcoal . on the other
band. was the most common type of fuel mainly because it was mucb cleaner than
coal and did not have to be imported (Faulkner 1987: 137). Why were both coal
and charcoal being used at the Ferryland smithy? It is possible that coal was the
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desired fuel but when its stores became depleted the smith(s) switched to the
readily available source of wood to make charcoal. Even though coal may contain
sulfur which may cause the iron to become brittle and bard to work it does allow
for very high temperatures. This would be very beneficial to the smith when
carrying out such operations as forge welding (Faulkner 1987: 137-138).
It wascommon practice for blacksmiths to store iron bars and rods along
walls. under the bellows or workbench, or outside in an adjacent shed (Wylie
1990: 73). However , whether or Dot these locations were used by the
blacksmith(s) who operated at the Ferryland smithy is difficult to determine.
Since this smithy was likely abandoned rather then destroyed, many of the storage
areas would be virtually barren of iron stock and othe r reusable scrap. since it
would have been salvaged for later use (Light 1984: 60). Excavations did uncover
a number of stock fragments and pieces of reusable scrap. The highest
concentrations were found to exist around the anvil post holes. However, since
other fragments of iron scrap were scattered throughout the smithy no storage
areas could be positively identified.
Another area that could exist both in and around the blacksmith shop is
the refuse area. Forge clinker, which is a combination of slag, fuel residue and
material from the forge and fire base, was found in a number of locations (light
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1984: 61). Determining the various refuse areas involved plotting each piece of
forge clinker in the square from which it was excavated. Percentages then
revealed which areas bad the higher concentrations of slag (Figure 4.5). In
performing this task all slag that wasexcavated north of the NS line was omitted
since it all came from a disturbed context. The highest concentration of forge
clinke r was found at the northeas t section of the forge. It is likely tha t this clinker
was piled up against the north wall of the smithy but ended up in its present
location when this wall decayed. When the four grid squares of E2 51. El 51. E2
NO. El NOare compiled as one unit. the total pe rcentage of clinker in this area in
relation to the rest of the site comes to 73.0%. With such a high percentage it is
reaso nable to assume that this was the refuse area of the smithy. Along with
forge clinker many other artifacts were uncovered in this refuse pile such as scrap
iron and coppe r, plus other items such as glass, pipe, and ceramic fragments
(Figure 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9). It is interesting to note that both anvil post molds
turned up relatively high percentages of forge clinker . It is possible that this
clinker was related to tha t found in the refuse pile situated just to the north.
Excavations at the back of the shop near the location of the bellows post
molds uncovered a vast amount of material such as case bottle glass. broken pipes
and ceramic fragments (Figure 4.7,4.8 and 4.9). As was done with the forge
clinker each class of artifacts (Le. pipes, ceramics, and glass) was plotted and
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pe rcentages per square tabulated. In all cases the highest concentrations of
artifacts were located in the southwest section of the forge. It is therefore
reasonab le to assume that this was anothe r refuse dump. Another explanation
that could explain why such a high proportion of artifacts was situa ted in this area
is that these items would have been situated unde r the bellows. Consequently, it
is possible that the smith(s) never swept this area thereby allowing these materials
to built up over a period of time.
Along with being a place of work, the blacksmith shop in many instan ces
was also the social centre of the community (light 1984: 60). While the smith(s)
carrie d out his work the patrons bad time for talk, argument, political deba te,
gossip. and ridicule (Watson 1968: 95). Since the blacksmith shop offered warmth
and a place where both friends and patrons could wait for the smith to fix or
manufacture a number of commodities meant that items associated with social
activities should rum up in high quantities. Therefore all blacksmith shops should
contain a social area where the smith, friends, and clients could re lax, eat and
drink (Light and Unglik 1984: 12). To assist in determining the position of the
domestic area(s) of the smithy, [ again referred to the distnbution maps of
artifacts such as bottle glass, pipes and ceramics (Figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9). The
squar es that turned up the highest artifact percentages were located in the
southwest section of the smithy (W2 54, WI 54, W2 55, and WI 55).
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Concentrations of artifacts were so high in these squares that it seemed a likely
socializing area for the shop. However. this was the likely position of the bellows
and the high concentration of artifacts could have resulted from the smith{s) oat
maintaining this location as much as busier sections of the shop the reby allowing
refuse to build up over long periods of time. Another section of the shop that
bad relati vely high percentages of artifacts was the area north of the forge.
However, overall percentages were not varied enough to be able to state
confidently that any particular area( s) of the shop could be designated as having a
domestic and /or social function. Therefore. it can be assumed that the social
area(s) would have overlapped with the othe r functional areas of the blacksmith
shop.
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Cha pter Five
Chro nology a nd Artiract Models
5.1 Dating tbe Forge
Determining the duration of the smithy, from the time of its initial
construction to its eventual abandonment, involved the analysis of both historical
documentation and various classes of artifacts such as clay pipes. ceramics, and
glass . Through careful investigation it will be shown that this blacksmith shop was
built in 1622 and continued to be in use until approximately 1650. Evidence that
establishes the date of forge construction is a letter written July 28, 1622. to
Geo rge Calvert. In this letter Captain Edward Wynne states "the forge hath been
finished this five weeks", suggesting that the smithy was built in the latter part of
J une. 1622(Pope 1993: 12). Although this information gives us a definite date for
the time of construction. it is use less until we prove that the forge mentioned by
Wynne is actually the same as the one excavated. An examination of the artifacts
will determine that the forge excavated in the Ferryland Poo l area was the same
forge mentioned by Captain Wynne.
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5.2 Cla y Pipe Analysis
On e of the most valuable artifacts used in dating historic sites is the
EngIish kaolin tobacco pipe . Beginning in the latter pan of the sixteenth century
and continuing up until the nineteenth century. the size and shape of clay pipe
bowls underwe nt an easily recognizable evolution (Noel Hume 1969: 296) . J.e.
Hanington has also shown that clay pipe stem fragments, which survive in larger
quantities than the bowls. have unde rgone a regular and nearly linear decrease in
bore diam ete rs over the pe riod of 1600 to 1750 (Harrington 1978: 63-65). Since
clay pipes were very fragile (Le. usually baving a lifespan of less than a year or
two) and rel ati vely inexpensive to purc has e. pipe fragments almost always turn up
in high quan tities. As a result. archaeologists working on historic sites find these
particular items very useful for dating.
Similar to excavations at the smithyfbarracks at Pentagoet, pipe fragments
a t the Ferryland smithy were found in high concentrations directl y around the
forge (Faulkner 1987: 62). On many areas of the smithy floor there existed a
dee p ferrous deposit in which hundreds of clay tobacco pipe fragments were
excavated (Pope 1988: 8). In this forge floor level (event 154) more than 748 pipe
stem fragments and 98 complete pipe bowls were recovered. Such a large sample
of pipe fragm en ts proved to be very useful in determining the development and
occupation pe riod of the blacksmith shop .
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5.2.1 StatistkaJ DatiD.g or Pipe Stem Fragments
The J.e. Harrington dating method wasused because of the Large numbe r
of pipe stem fragme nts that were recovered from the floor of the smithy. This
method, which is based on the premise that stem bore diameters steadily decrease
from 1620 to 1800. is calculated by fining ea ch fragment over different sized drill
bits (graduated in 64tbs of an inch) and tabulating the numbe r of each size
(Harrin gton 1978: 64). When the results are put into chart form one can see the
possible range of occupation for the site in question. In 1961, Binford refined
Harrin gton's idea and expressed the relationship betwee n the date and ste m bore
diameter as a straight Line regression formula This made it possib le to calcula te
a mean date regardless of the size of the sample (Binford 1962: 19-21). It is
important to remember. however. that this does not necessarily mean that the
results calculate d from a small sample are meaningful . Also. some archaeologists
have suggested that Binford's dating method may be unreliable when utilised
with pipe samples originating from seventeenth-ce ntury contexts (Hanson 1961: 2·
15). Consequently, Binfo rd's dating formula was used in this thesis simp ly as a
method to de termine the relationship between a number of particular levels
rathe r than to estab lish specifi c da tes.
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Before the data are presented, some important points regarding the validity
of the dates should be discussed. During the process of measuring the pipe stems.
it became apparent that distinguishing fragments of either Englis h or Dutch
manufacture was impossible. Since both Harringto n's and Binford's dating
methods were based on English clay tobacco pipes.any Dutch stems that were in
the sample could possibly alter the results . Fortuna tely, however, an analysis of
the pipe bowls/fragments determined that only 8% were possibly of Dutch
manufacture. Therefore. the inclusion of a small number of Dutch pipes in the
sample should only slightly modify the results. A second factor which could bias
the results is the blacksmith and shop maintenance. If the smith frequently swept
up the shop many of the pipes representing the ear lier periods of occupation
would have been discarded. This would mean that many of the pipes recovere d
during the excavation likely rep resen t the last period of forge occupation. Finally,
one must realise that many of the pipes that ended up on the floor of the smithy
would have been continuous ly walked upon and therefore broken into many
unrecognizable fragments . This would undoubtedly skew the dates obtained
thro ugh the pipe analysis so tbat they are more representative of the later stages
of the forge occupation.
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Analysis of the pipe stems excavated from the forge demonstrated tha t the
blacksmith shop was in operation from abo ut 162()..1660. This is suggested by the
pipe stems recovered from both event 154 and stratum 2B. Event 154. which is
comprise d of artifacts excavated from the forge floor , exhibited an occupation
date range from 1620.1660 (Table 5.1). As mentioned ear lier, it is possib le that
this date range is more representative of the last period during which the forge
was in use. To help determine the pe riod when the forge was abandoned, pipe
fragments excavate d from stratum 28 were also analysed. This stratum, which
was found over the whole site, consisted of a fill laye r that was deposi ted
sometime after the forge fell into a sta te of disuse. It now seems that this layer is
associated with a domestic structure (which dates to the second half of the
seventeenth century) tha t was discovered just north of the smithy. The Harrington
chart disp lays a period of occupatio n ranging from about 1650-1680 (Tab le 5.6).
This is very important because it suggests that the forge fell into disuse som etime
around the mid-seventeenth century.
Even though more events were foun d during the excavation of the
blacksmith shop, it was realised that most did not contain enough pipes to make
the ir anlaysis statistically relevant. Level 2C was situa ted immediate ly above
Feature 31 and possibly represents the time of abandonment and initial filling of
the smithy (Pope 1986: 88). Other events tha t were excavated included a thin
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organic level that was revealed in a limited area south of the forge (S3 W3 and 53
W4) referred to as 3A This event possibly represents the decayed walls and /or
roof of the blacksmith shop (Pope 1986: 89). It is likely that this level is related
to level 2C and represents the time of abandonment of the blacksmith shop.
Another level that was excavated wasstratum 3C. This level was located below
event 154 and was only found in one square . It is possible that this level
represe nts the earliest occupation of the smithy (pope 1986: 90). Other levels
that were associated with the smithy were events 136 and 163. Event 136 was
comprised of a dark brown soil that containe d such items as charcoal, ash. iron,
and pipe fragments. Event 163 constituted artifacts that were recovered from the
stone forge. Since the number of pipes from these levels and events were
minimal it was decided that they would not be used as a basis for dating the
forge. but only for comparison purposes. However . it should be mentioned that
the data concerning these levels (t,e . level 2C, 3A, 3C, event 136, and 163) is
included in the table s located at the back of this thesis .
Statistical analysis of the pipe stem fragments suggests tha t the forge was in
use from the period of 1620 to 1660. However, through the analysis of pipe
bowls, ceramics and glass it will be demonstrated that the blacksmith shop ceased
to be used around the late 16405or early 16505rather than the later date
established by the pipe bore sizes.
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5.2.2 Clay Pipe Bowl Analysis
Over the last forty years much emphasis has been placed on analysing the
differ ences in both size and shape of clay pipe bowls dating from the late
sixteenth century up to the nineteenth century . Prior to Harrington's method of
dating pipe stems the analysis of clay pipes centered almost completel y on the
evolution of the bowl form which. according to Noel Hume , is still the most
reliable method for dating seventeenth-century sites (Noel Hume 1969: 302).
Fortunately, many of the pipe bowls that were excavated from the Ferryland
smithy have been previously analysed by Peter Pope of Memorial University of
Newfoundland (Pope 1988; Pope 1994). During his research on pipe bowls
excavated from Area B, Pope identified 19 different clay pipe bowl types. The se
types were then compared to those from other sources enabling him to determine
the place of origin and period during which each type was in use (Pope 1988: 32).
In 1994, subsequent excavations of the forge floor uncovered a number of pipe
bowls (n=12). Rather then create a new typology these were added to those
already devised by Pope. In some cases the date range of certain pipe bowl types
has been altered (denot ed by an "). Refer to appendix A for descriptions of the
various pipe bowl forms and the date ranges associated with each (Plate 5.1, 5.2
and 53).
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Of the 138 pipe bowls that were excavated, 99 or n% were located on the
forge Door. An analysis of these pipe bowls and their associated date ranges have
determined that the smithy was in use from 1610-1680. However. when looking at
this da te range it is important to take into account a number of factors. First, it is
very poss ible that the blacks mith(s) periodically swept the floo r of the shop. This
woul d have inevi ta bly result ed in many of the earlier pipe fragments baving been
discarded. Secondly, since this was a high traffic area it is possible that many of
the earlier pipe bowls could have been trampled into hundreds of unidentifiable
fragments . This ultimately would have resulted in a high proportion of the
recovered pipe fragments representing the last years that the smithy was being
utilised. In spite of this. some pipe bowl types ( i.e. types A, B. C.and D) did
have date ranges which correspond with a 1622 construction date . Determining
whe n the smithy was abandoned was very difficul t because many of the later pipe
bowls have wide date ranges. What bas to be remembered is that many of the
pipe bowls that were manufactured around 1640 continued to be produced up
until 1680. The refore, much care must be taken when using these pipe bowls to
determine the period during which the forge fell into disuse. It is important to
mention tha t all the pipe bowls excavated from the forge floor fit into some date
between 1620-1660 which was very likely the period during which this forge was
being utilized. By examining other levels it will become apparen t tha t this forge
was likely abandoned in the 16505. As mentioned ear lier, stratum 2C likely
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represents the abandonment and initial filling of the forge. Even though only
three pipe bowls were recovered, all bad date ranges which suggest the forge fell
into a state of disuse between 1640-1680. Twenty-eight pipe bowls from stratum
28 were also examin ed. As previously mentioned stratum 28 covered all of Area
B and seems to be related to a late seventeenth-century domestic structure that
was found to the north of the forge . Even though the majority of these pipe
bowls (N :::20) have a da te range of 165()... 1710 three fit into the range of 1620-
1660. This is very important in that it suggests that the forge was abandoned
around the mid-seventeenth century.
5.2.3 Maker's Marks
Another aspect of clay pipes that can assist in dating is the presence of
makers' marks. The se marks . which first appeared on pipes at the beginning of
the seven teenth century, can be located on either the base, back and side s of the
bowl, sides of the spur or base of the bowl. or on the stem (Oswald 1975: 62) . Of
all the pipe bowls that were analys ed from the smithy, 15% were found to have
makers' marks. It is important to mention that all the makers ' marks were
located on the flat base of the beel which seems to have been a trait commo nly
found on pipes dating to the first balf of the seventeenth century (Noel Hume
1969: 304) .
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Makers' mar la on the base of the bowl can take the form of either initials.
full names, or symbols and can be applied in either re lie f or incuse design
(Oswal d 1979: 63). Interestingly , all the pipe bowls that had makers ' mar ks were
stamped in relief in the form of ini tials or symbols. Oswal d states tha t both
initials and symbols can be found on the base of pipe bowls throu ghout the
seventeenth ce ntury .
When attem pting to date a mark, it is important to take into account a
num be r of fact ors. First, o ne must approximate the da te of the pipe by bowl
typology in or de r to establish a period durin g which the makers' initials would
bave existed. Second, it is important to analyse the style of each parti cular mark
since this may give some indication of the date of the pipe (Oswald 1979: 62).
Even though this should narrow down the number of possible makers. one still
has to be very careful For example. differentiating between makers who shared
the same initials and existed during the same period is almos t impossib le to do.
Also , the lists of all the makers. especially those pertaining to the early pertcds,
are incomplete. Th er efore. when establishing dates for spe cific maker s mar ks,
one must be very cautious and explore all possibilities.
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Befor e discussing the mak ers ' marks it should be mentione d that man y
could not be positively associated with specific pipemakers. As.a resul t all
pipe mak ers who could possibly be attr ibuted to each mark will be mentioned .
S.2.J.l In..itials
Of all makers ' marks, those with initials were best represented in th e
sample. Of the total number of marked pipe bowls 12 or 57% had makers'
marks in the form of initials . The most common stamp had the initials R.C. This
mar k was found on pipe bowls tha t were classified as type R which were
manufactured possibly in either London or Bristol from 1~1670 (Pope 1988:
19). Similar heelmarks were found on clay pipes excavated at Martin 's Hundred
and the Matthew's Manor site at Denbigh (Noel Hume 1979: 10). Even though
an R C makers' mark was found 00 a London pipe that dated from 1~1670 it
differed from the Fenyland mark in tha t floral des igns were located both above
and below the initials (Atkinson and Oswald 1969: 182). london pipe makers
who bad these initials and operated around this period were Richard Coal (1615-
59) , Roge r Clare (1631), and Ricbard Coxe ( 1634-38)(Oswal d 1975: 134). Bris tol
pipe makers who also shared these initials are Robert Cable (163940) and
Ricbard Ca ble (1643)( Oswald 1975: 151).
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Four of the type [ bowls (1~1610 ) bad the initials 1.fI. or H1. Pope
sta tes tha t this particular mark close ly rese mbles a form produced by John Hunt
of Bristol (1651· 1653)(pope 1988: 19-20). However other Bristol pipemakers who
shared these initials were John Harris (1641), John Haskins (1656) , and John
Holstead (1662). Pope also sta ted that it was possible that these pipes were
produced in Marlborough, Wiltshire (pope 1988: 18-19). Ptpemakers from this
area who bad similar initials were John HoweU (1650), and Jeffrey Hunt (1650-
1670).
The excavations also uncovered one type U pipebowl which was clearly
marked with the ini tials l.s. In between the initials was the represe ntatio n of
what is poss ibly a tobacco planL Type U pipes were likely produced in Lond on
from 1~1660. Unfortunately no similar mar ks were found in the docum entary
sources. It is possible that this mark could represe nt such Londo n pipem akers as
John Sharpe (1619), James Sbeppbard (1619), John Stapleton (1619), John Smith
(1634), or John Stevens (l 644)(Oswald 1975: 145). However, one makers' mar k.
which bad the initials I.e.. bad a very similar tob acco plant motif betwe en the
lett ers (Atkinson and Oswald 1969: 182). This mark was on a pipe that was
manufactured in London and dated be tween 1640. 1670. It is quite poss ible that
these marks are closely rela ted.
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5.2.3.2 Symbols
Makers ' marks in the Conn of symbols represented 43% of all the marked
pipe bowls. The most common symbol, which was located on eight type J pipes,
was in the form of an eight-spoked wheel. This symbol closely resembl es those
found on pipes of Exeter which date from 1650-1680(pope 1988: 19). Pope also
states that this eight-spoked wheel could have been a compass rose from a pipe
trader catering especially to the maritime market (Pope 1988: 19).
The final mark was found on a heel fragment that was recovered from
Feature 31. It was unique in that its design consisted of a stem and a flower
(tulip) commonly referred to as a Dutch thistle (McCasbion 1979: 64-65). Similar
beelmarks have been found on pipe bowls recovered from the Oak Hill Mohawk
site. McCashion states that this particular pipe dates from 1635-1645. Even
though the specific maker is unknown this pipe probably originated in Amsterdam
(McCashion 1979: 64-65).
Most of these makers' marks were found on pipes that were likely
deposited in the latter years of the blacksmith shop's lifespan. This can be
established through the analysis of the bowls on which they are located (a possible
exception to this is the type U pipe with the 1.5. stamp and the heel with the tulip
motif) . like the plpebowls these marks seem to fall within the suggested period
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that the blacksmith shop existed (i.e. 1622-1650). However since DOneof the
makers' marks could be identified with any degree of certainty. their value for
dating purposes proved to be limited. Until these maries can be positively
identified, only the pipe stems and the bowls should be employed for dating
purposes.
S.J Ceramics
Similar to pipe fragments, ceramics can also play a valuable role in dating
a site. 1bis co ncept was successfully demonstrat ed by South when he used
cerami c fragmen ts to date correctly a number of eighteentb-ce nrury historic sites.
South's mean ceramic date formula is based 011 the premise that on eighteenth
century sites the re is a high correlatio n between the ceramic manufacture dates
and the site occupation peri od (South 1978: 68). For a number of reasons.
bowever, the mean ceramic date formula does not work well when using it to date
seventeeetb-century sites. FItSt.there are fewer historical references to the
manufacture dates of seventeenth-century ceramics . Second, our present
knowledge of te mporally significant attributes of seventeemh-cenrury ceramics is
not very well defined. These factors result in a broader manufacture time span
for ceramics produce d in the seventeentb-century which in turn reduces the
correla tion between manufacture dates and site occupatio n (South 1978: 68). As
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a result. it was decided tha t the mean ceramic date formula would not be used 0 0
excavated ceramics from the smithy.
For reasons previously mentioned. the ceramics that were excavated from
the forge could not be used (0 determine a specific date range for the period of
occupation of the shop. However. if this forge wasin use between 1622-1650 then
all the ceramics that were excavated from the occupational layers should have
been available during this period . It will. be Important, therefore. first to identify
each type of ceramic that was excavated from the blacksmith shop and then
establish dates during which these types were being manufactured (Table 5.8).
An analysis of the ceramics excavated from the smithy found that they were
consistent with the notion that the forge was in use from c. 1620- 1650 . Wha t is
also interesting is the high propo rtion of Nonb Devon coarse eartbenwares that
were excavated from the smithy. As Figure 18 shows. over 71% of all the pottery
that was excavated from the blacksmith shop wasof North Devon varieti es. High
amounts of North Devon pottery were also discovered during excavatio ns a t the
Kino Institute site, Plymouth . Allan and Barber stated tha t such a high quantity
of North Devon pottery pointed in favour of a early date range for the site,
somewhere in the first half of the seventeenth century (Allen and Barber 1992:
226). This helped establish that the Ferryland blacksmith shop was occupied
S9
during the first half of the seventeenth century . It is also interesting to DOte that
no ceramic types such as w es te rwald stonewares or combed slipwares, which were
first produced durin g the second balf of the seventeenth century, were excavated
from the smithy .
$.4 Glass
In total 315 fragments of glass were recove red fro m the forge. all of which
were of the case bottl e varie ty. This type of bottl e bas a squar e cross section
wide ning from base to shoulde r along with a short neck and indented base (Jones
and Sullivan 1989: 72). Th e neck of the bottle commonly has an eve ned lip
which was closed with eithe r a simple cork or a threaded pewte r coUar and ca p.
As the name implies. these particular bottles were easil y stored in crates, poss ibly
up to twelve at a time (Noel H ume 1969: 62). Th ere fore. bottles of this shape
would have proved to be very useful whe n shipping beverages to fron tier sites
such as Ferryland (Faulkn er 1987: 232). Prior to the appearance of the globular
bodie d dark green bottles in the mid-seventeenth century, case bottles likely
comprise d a large portion of th e English bottle output (Noel Hume 1969: 62). It
is important to me ntion. however, that case bottles did continue to be used,
poss ibly in a more limited extent. thr oughout most of the seve ntee nth cen tury .
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An interesting notion about the glass when considering the date of the
forge is the fact that no fragments of those shaft-and-globe bottles or "onion
bottles" were discovered . The earliest dated bottle of this type is 1651 although
Noel Hume states that this form may have been preceded by one with a neck half
its length. perhaps in about 1645(Noel Hume 1969: 60). Even though Faulkner
states that these types of bottles served primarily as decanters and therefore
would not be commonly found in this type of context it is interesting (0 note that
fragments of bellarmines, which likely served the same purpose, were found
(Faulkner 1997: personal communication). Therefore, if this forge was in
operation after 1650 it is surprising that no fragments were located. What is also
important is that during excavations in other areas of the Ferryland site (i.e. Area
C storehouse) these onion bottles have turned up very frequentl y in pre-1673
contexts. Therefore, if the smithy was operational after 1650 one would expect to
have uncovered some fragments from these later shaft-and-globe bottles. Since
only case bottle glass was excavated from the smithy, it is vel)' likely that the
blacksmith shop ceased to be used sometime before 1645-1650.
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5.5 Jetton
Even though co coins were unearthed duri.cg the course of the excavation
one brass jerto n wasdiscovered. The jetton, which measured 2L5mm in diame ter.
is o f a type manufactured by Hans Kra uwinckel (c.158Q..16 10) of Nuremburg
(Plate 5.4). IcttODS or casting counters were used on abacus-like devices for
carrying out simple mathe matical calculations (Noel Hume 1969: 171). This
[erton was found south of the stone forge at the very deepe st level of occupatio n
and likely represen ts the very ear ly period of the blacksmith shop's existence.
5.6 Summary
After a thorough examination of all the dateable artifacts it becomes clear
that this smithy was in use during the first half of the seven teenth century .
Analy5ls of both historical documentation and artifactS such as pipes, ceramics.
glass. and the jetton all suggest a forge occupation date rang e of 1622 to
ap proximately 1650. However. the most convincing evidence for this period of
occupation is the absence of shaft-and -globe bottles. The fact tha t no fragments
of these bottles were discove red in the forge levels suggests tha t the smithy was
abando ned sometime in the late 16405or ear ly 16505.
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Cha pter'
Iron Artifact Assemblage
6.1 Introduction
Blacksmiths who operated at colonial or frontier settlements often bad
multi- functional roles. In addition to serving as the community's blacksmith it
was not uncomm on for them to also be farriers. gunsmiths. locksmiths,
ooppersmiths. and armours. Recent excavations carried out at Pemagoer, Fort
Vancouver and Fort St. Joseph have determined tha t the local blacksmiths
practised a numbe r of these different occupations (Light and Unglik 1984: 38.
Faulkne r 1987: 135, Ross, Thomas. Hib bs, and Carle y 1975: 423). Consequently,
a majo r focus of this thesis will be de termining the various functions of the
blacksmith (s) who operated at Ferryland during the first balf of the sevent een th
century.
Establishing what particular trades were carried out by the smiths and the
other Fenyland colonists necessitated a thorough examination of many of the
artifacts excavated from the forge. Consequently, iron artifacts. such as tools, will
be separated according to the trade they repr esent, such as blacksmithing,
farming, and woodworking. Metal artifacts, other than tools, will be described in
sections related to their function. For example, items such as nails will be
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mentione d under the beading of building hardware whereas iron handl es will be
described und er furniture hardware. This was done in order to organise the
artifacts into some sort of loose typology. Unfortunately. some of the metal
artifacts that were recovered from the smithy could not be ide ntified either
because they have undergo ne so much dete riora tion or because they simply could
DOt be assign ed to any specific use. Besides iron, it is also impo rtan t to examine
artifacts mad e of lead, copper, and Oint since these items could also be associated
with some of the trades that were introduced earlier in this section.
By describing all the metal artifacts and their possib le functi ons, [ hope to
determine th e ro le that the blacksmith (s} p layed in shaping colo nial Ferryland and
how their work influenced much of the community.
U Blacksmith' s Tools
In addition to sucb basic equipment as the forge . bellows, anvil, and stack:
tub. the blacksmith also bad a wide an d varied toolkit (Bealer 1984: 74; De v ore
1990: 15). In it were the tools that he lpe d the smith create a variety of items.
such as other too ls and building hardware, which were necessary for many daily
activities (Devore 1990: IS). During the course of the excavation a num ber of
diffe rent blacksmith's tools were discovered including a hand vise, chisel , bench
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shears, tong ring. hand anvils and files. In the foUowing section I will descr ibe
ea ch of these tools and their associated functions.
FIles
Files are metal bars which have a series of raised teeth or catting edges
designed to cut metal or wood by abrasion (De Vore 1990: 19). Even though the
experienced smith could do much of the finishing work with both a hammer and
flatter , the file was often used in order to shape pieces for the final fitting and to
create pieces that would have bee n difficult to make by forging (Bealer 1984:
110). Another comm on function of the file was to sharp en edged tools (De Vore
1990: 19). Gunsmiths also considered the file to be a very Important pan of their
toolkit since it was usedin alm ost all phases of gun making (Brown 1980: 244).
The guns mith, like the blacksmith, would have possesse d an assortment o f files,
each with a specific function. In most cases files were made from hardene d leon
with the cuts appli ed by hand or by mac:b:iDe (Smith 1966: 244-250).
Blacksmiths and other craftsmen would have used many differe nt types of
files . Consequently, files can be subdivided into three different types bas ed o n
the ir shape, size , fineness of the cut, and function (Knight 1875: 840). Th e first
type includes rasps which have separate. large . pointed teeth. The second type is
referred to as mill files since they have cuts which resemble grooves o n a mill
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wheel The third variety are mown as mill bastard files poss ibly named because
the slanting cuts foUow the direction of the bar sinister (i.e. up from left to right)
in medieval heraldry (Bealer 1984: 11~1l 1). Cuts on a file may be single (float),
double (criss-cross), or rasp too th. Also, files may come in a variety of shapes
such as rectangular (Oat), round, balf round, square, triangular, and fusiform
(cigar-shaped) (DeVore 1990: 19).
During the excavation of the smithy two well preserved files (#9098 and
#9623) were discovered in the northern section of the shop. The fact that they
were disco vered near the likely position of the work benc h is not surprising since
files were commonly used in conjunction with a vise. Securing the object to the
vise allowed the smith to carry out de tailed and intricate filing work. It should be
mentioned that these files could have been usedfor other purposes such as
woodworking and farriering SO it is possible that the smith was using the m in this
ca pacity as we n.
File #9098 is similar to a mill bastard file since both of its flat surfaces are
cove red with single slan ting cuts . This file is rectangular in shape with on e end
tapering into a point or tang. This file is 37.1cm in length, 2Scm in width. and
1.7cm thick (Plate 6.1). Comparable to file #9098. #9623 also bad single slanting
cuts located over both of its Oat surfaces. This file was more triangular in sbape
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tapering to a point at one cod. The other end projected out to form what is like ly
a tang octo which a handle would have been placed. This file is 221cm in length
and had a maximum width and thickness of 3.6<m and I.7cm respectivel y. Both
files were made from hardened iron with the cuts applied by band . Even though
mechani cal file makers were invented as early as the sixteenth century, they were
never widely adopted until recent times (Bealer 1984: 110). Whether these files
were made by the smith(s) at Ferry-land or imported is a matter of conjecture.
Beach Shean
Bench shears were used to cut sheet iron up to one-quarter inch in
thickn ess (Bealer 1984: 109). Shears of this type , which looked very similar to a
huge pair of short-bladed scissors or tin snips, had blades that measured from six
inches to one foot long. Extended directl y out from the blades were two handles
that varied in length from two to three feet. Frequen tly, the end of one of the
handl es was bent to a ninety degree angle so that it would fit into a hole in e ithe r
the workben ch or anvil or be gripped in the jaws of the bench vise. Usually two
people were needed to use these shears in tha t one had to bold the sheet metal
while the other cut it (Beale r 1984: 109, Hummel 1968: 195).
During the excavation one set of bencb shears wasuneanhed in the
nonhero section of the shop. Similar to the files that were found in the smithy,
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bencbshears required the use of a workbench in order to operate them property.
Therefore, finding them in this location along with the two files adds credibility to
the idea that the workbench wassituated in this area. These shears have a
maximum length and width of 38.8cm and 6.6cm respecti vely (Plate 6.2). An
inte resting feature of these shears is that the right angle turn section on one of Its
bandIes is missing. Consequently , it is possible that these shears were in the
smithy to have this handle section replaced .
Hand Vise
The hand vise consisted of two jaws, sometimes equipped with teeth to
provide a better grip, wbich closed with the help of a screw and wing nut
(Hummel 1968: 204, Wylie 1990: 97). This type of vise was used when working
with smaller objects. such as pins and gun parts, Even though there were various
types of band vises,all were used primarily during the process of filing so the
smith could grip objects that would otherwise be too small for him. to grip with his
bands. [f the smith were right-banded, the band vise would have been held in his
left while be filed with his right. lnfrequently, hand vises would have been either
clamped into larger vises or fitted with a handle to facilitat e holdin g (Wylie 1990:
101).
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As mentioned earlier, vises were tools commonly used by gunsmiths since
they needed implements for holding or clamping smaller items (Brown 1980: 253).
For example, the band vise, which gunsmiths referred to as the mainspring vise.
would have been used for either assembling or disassembling gunlocks or
replacing broken springs. Mainsprings frequently needed maintenance as a result
of hard use to which guns were often exposed (Brown 1980: 255). The maximum
length of the vise is 14.6cm whereas the maximum height is 72cm (Plate 6.3).
Cold Chisel
A tool commonly used by the blacksmith to cut metal was the chisel.
When struck by a hammer, the edge of this wedge-like tool would penetrate the
metal and force its edges apart (Wylie 1990: 111). Blacksmiths used two types of
chisels: the cold chisel and the bot chisel. As their names imply, the cold chisel
was used when dealing with unheated stock whereas the hot chisel was used whe n
cutting hot metal (Wylie 1990: 111). Cold chisels, which were highly tempered
and therefore quite hard, commonly had very blunt edges. Hot chisels. however,
were tempered to a lower temperature and had edges that were much sharper
(i.e. edge about 30 degrees). Both the higher tempering and the blunter edge of
the cold chisel made it very hard which was necessary when working with
unheated stock (Wylie 1990: 111).
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Th e most common type of chisel used by the blacksmi th was the band -beld
cold chisel This type of chisel averaged from five to eight inches in length and
from one quarter to two inches in diameter (Wylie 1990: 111). Cutting edges
varied fro m the basic flat chisel (Le. edge was Oat and as sharp as possible) to the
cape, round-nosed, and diam ond po int chisel Hand-held chise ls were prefe rred
by smiths since it allowed them more precise contro l. Th ey wer e most frequently
used whil e working with stoc k placed 0 0 the anvil or in the vise (Wylie 1990: 113).
Other types that were used by blacksmiths were referred to as bot or cold set
chisels. Th ese set too ls were usually fitted with handles an d used in conjunction
with sledges to aid in sp litting hea vy stock (Wylie 1990: 111).
In the northern section of th e shop . excavations uncovered wha t is possib ly
the lower portion of a chisel (Plate 6.4). This chisel fragment, which is S.lan in
length and 1.8cm in width. displayed evidence o f having be e n an on the hardy by
the smith. The lower tip of this chise l wasboth flat and relative ly blunt therefore
it is likely that it was the lower portion of a cold chisel, Even though it was
common pra ctice for most blacksmi ths to make their own chise ls, it is unknown
whether this cold chisel was made at the Ferry-land smithy or importe d from
elsewhere.
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Nail Header
Since many smiths made their own nails and bo lts it wascommon for them
to possess a nail o r bolt header. A head er wasa portable device with boles at
one or both ends which enabled the smith to create a bead on a partially finished
nail or bolt (Wylie 1990: 134). Frequently the smith would have an array of
headers with boles of varying size in order to crea te different sizes and shapes of
nails and/or bo lts (Wylie 1990: 134).
The nail heade r that was found in the southwes t comer of Area C is quite
large measurin g 43.Ocm in length and 4.6cm in width (Plate 65). Even though it
was Dot discovered during the excavation of the smithy it is possib le tha t it ende d
up at this location afte r the smithy was dismantl ed. It was found in a layer tha t
consisted of numerous pieces of slag. brick and broken roof-slates which like ly
originated from the forge. The nail header wassingle-e nded and bad a raised
pla tform at its distal end which possibly allowed the smith much easie r
manageability of the too l when beading a nail.
Hand Aun ls
Two of the most inter esting artifacts discovered during the excava tion are
items that closely resembl e hand anvils. These two items (#11941 and #Un 3),
which are circular in shape. have diamete rs of S.4cm and 8.9cm respectively (Plate
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6.4). Ea ch anvil bea d is attache d to an iron shaft which waspresuma bly used to
clamp the ban d anvil into a vise before being used to shape metal (HummeI1968:
156). These items are very similar to those that are illustrated by both Diderot
and Hummel (Hummel 1968: 156). Hummel sta tes that even though the function
of these particular items remains unknown it is possible tha t in the case of the
Dominy too l collection it wasa part of their d ock-shop equi pment (Hummel
1968: 156). Even tho ugh it is doubtful that the Fe rryland smiths used the hand
anvils for manufacturin g or repairing clocks, it is highly possible that they would
have been used for shaping or repairing small metal items such as those
associa ted with gunsmithing.
Tong Ring
An iron ring that was excavated from the smithy may have been used as a
blacksmith's tong ring. Tong rings were round or oval rings that were used by
blacksmiths to bold objects firmly in the jaws of the tongs. By slipping the ring
over the tong bandies until it became locked. the object tha t was being worked
could be held tightly in place (Smith 1966: 148). Thi s was useful since it would
enable him to use his hands much more freely (Smith 1966: 148). Normally, a
blacksmith would have several sizes of these rings in his shop since different sizes
were needed depending upon the size of the object being worked . The iron ring
that was excavated from the smithy bas a diame te r of 4.9cm. It should be
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mentioned th at this iro n ring may have also bee n used as a dr op handle, ox ring.
or some son of ring used on the end of a tethering post.
6.J Woodworking Tools
Analysis of the artifa cts indica te tha t the smiths also spent some of their
time repairing and/or manufacturin g too ls associated with woodwo rking and boat
repair .
""e,
Durin g the firs t years of settlement one of the most essenti al tools was the
axe (Wylie 1990: 154. Mille r 1980: 44) . Axes p layed an important ro le in both the
development and survival of the colonial village since they were used for such
functio ns as clearing land for gardens and cutting lumber to use as building
mat erial and firewood (Wylie 1990: 154).
The process of making an axe was a very Iabo ur -lnrensive activi ty taking as
much as seve n to eight hours. For this reaso n, axes were most ofte n made by
lar ger manufactories than by smaller low scal e smithies (Wylie 1990 : 157 ). AI; a
result, the smiths who worked in smalle r shops spent most of the ir time repairing
axes rath er than manufa cturing them (W ylie 1990: 157). Most axe re pairs
involved installing new cut ting edges or bits. This process involved for ging.
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welding. grinding, tempering. and polishing(Wylie 1990: 157). Prior to 1830
almost all axes were made from iron with the bit being the only part made of
steel Besides replacing bits. smiths also carried out such repairs as grinding.
tempering, and sharpening edges that have become dulled with use (Wylie 1990:
l57) .
Next to the north wall of the smithy, excavations unearthed two complete
felling axes. Axe #94397 bas a length and width of 222.Ocm and 57.6cm
respectively with a maximum thickness of IS.Oem (P lat e 6.6). This axe was found
in an excellent state of preservation and was possibly in the shop to eithe r be
sharpened or fitted with another steel bit. Axe #97340 bas a length of 181.Ocm.
width of t 07.5an and a maximum thickness of 14.Ocm (Plate 6.6). Similar to the
othe r axe this one was also found to be in excellen t condition. Unlike the other
axe. however. this onc was likely in the smithy to undergo some majo r repairs.
An examination reveale d that one section of the eye of the axe wasdeta ched from
the blade which resulted in the axe becoming slightly deformed (Pla te 6.7).
Consequ ently , this axe was possibly in the shop to have this section rewelded
together.
tight states that if the smith wasmanufacturing axes, various items like
discarded mistakes. clipped poll fragments, eye moulds, and the comer cuts made
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before inserting a bit should have been recovered (light and Unglik 1984: 23). A
poU eed fragment measuring lO.4an by 4.3an was unearthed from the smithy
(Plate 6.6). This poU end fragment, which looks to have been bot cut by the
smith(s), could be evidence showing that the blacksmiths were invo lved in the
manufacture of axes. It is also possible that this axe fragment was in the smithy
to be used as reusable scrap . [f the smiths were involved in the manufacture of
axes one would think that more artifacts related to this activity would have been
uncovered.
Gimlet
The gimlet wasa very important tool for carpenters. coopers and
gunsmiths. Related to the auger and to the brace and bit, the gimlet consisted of
a twisted cylinder bi.t which bad parallel, spiral wood cutting edges used for boring
boles (Barnes 1988: 180; Hummel 1968: 82). Even though gimlet fragmen ts have
turned up in relativel y high frequenci es in other are as of the Fenyland site (i.e.
Area C). only one was discovered from the floor of the forge (Plate 6.8). This
gimlet fragment, which measures 4.1cm in length. is missing both the sharp screw
point and the uppe r non-spiral section.
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Saw Blade
Before the advent of the rolling mill, saw-making was a very difficult
process with most saws be ing made by specialists in a few European centres
(Bealer 1976: 196). Conse quently the local smith was probably more involved in
repairing saws rathe r than making them. One of the most common repairs that
were carried out on saws was mending splits that would develop in the saw blade.
The smith would repair these splits by brazing (Bealer 1976: 197).
Interestingly, a section of a large saw blade was recovered during the
excavatio n of the blacksmith shop. The size of the saw blade and wide ly spaced
teeth suggest tha t this parti cular saw fragment was from a large whip or pit saw.
This type of saw was frequently used by carpent ers and shipwrights for ripping
large logs into planks and beams (Faulkner 1987: 142).
Form ing Chisel
This particular artifact closely resembles the forming or firming chisel
which follows the basic chisel design (Sloane 1964: 52). These chisels were used
for many tasks but one of their common functions was to cut the superfluous
wood from two auger holes in order to create a mortise joint (Sloane 1964: 52).
This particular specimen measures 17.Ocmin length, 4.9cm in width at the blade
and 2.6cm in width at the handle (Plate 6.9).
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Plumb Bob
With a maximum length and width of 5.9an and 4.3cm respectively, this
conical shaped artifact (Plate 6.9) closely resembles a plumb bob. The top section
of this plumb bob bas a hole that would have been used to attach the plumb line
whe reas the base looks as if it once bad a tip which ultimate ly would have helped
in det ennining the plumb point, Plumb bobs are very important in trades such as
carpentry since they help in determining the true perpendicular or vertical on an
up right surface (Barnes 1988: 188).
Wedge
Wedges were wooden or metal tools tha t were driven between two objects
to either secure or separate them. Always tapering to a thin edge. wedges cam e
in a variety of sizes. Excavation of the blacksmith shop unearthed one incomp lete
iron wedge having a length of S.lem and a maximum bead width of 33cm.
Caulking Iron
Excavations just north of the stone forge unearthed what appears to be a
caulking iron. Caulking irons were used to drive various types of material, such as
oakum or cotton waste , into the seams of the bulls and decks of vessels (Bames
1988: 164). The length of this example is 7.7cm; the maximum head diameter an d
shaft width are 3.8cm and 2.7cm respectively (Plate 6.9).
nPlane Iron
One plane iron, measuring 112cm in length and 6.9cm in width was
unearthed from the forge floor (Plate 6.9). Planes and their associated blades
came in a variety of sizes and were used for a numbe r of functions such as
smoothing surfaces and creating joins (Sloane 1964: 56). It is possible tha t this bit
was in the shop to have its edge resharpened.
6.4 Agricultural Impl ements
One of the rural smith's major functions involved both manufacturing and
repairing agricultural equipment (Wylie 1990: 154). This equipment often vaned
from ground-cl earing too ls to cultivating implements and from hand tools to
animal driven implements (Wylie 1990: 154). These items bad a very important
rote in the colonial settlement since they were essential for the community to
survive and progress.
During the excavation of the smithy a number of different items were
discovered that would have been used in either clearing or cultivating land. In
the foUowing pages implements such as the mattock, han d scthye, axe, and spade
will be discussed.
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Mattock
The mattock was a tool that had both an adze and chisel edge at the
opposite ends of the head. It was sbaped very similar to a pickaxe and was used
by farmers to prepare the soil for cultivation. One complete mattock was found
in the southern section of the smithy very close to the back wall (Plate 6.10). It
measures 342cm in length. 7.1cm in width and 8.2cm in belgbt. Whether this tool
was manufactur ed by the resident blacksmith( s) or just in for repairs is unknown.
Hand Scythe
One of the most common items repaired by smiths were scythes (Wylie
1990: 160). Harvesting implements, such as the hand scythe. were used for cutting
cereal crops and hay (Smith 1978: 8). The scythe blade fragment that was
recovered from the smithy measures IO.Oem in length with a maximum width and
thickness of 2.7cm and l. Ocm respectively (Plate 6.11). This fragment closely
resembled scythe blades depicted in Joseph Smith's Key to Sheffield Manufactories
(Smith 1975). It is possible that this scythe blade was in the sbop to have a tang
for the handle reattached. '
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Spa de
Spades and shovels are among the most common agricultural implements
recovered from sites dating to the seventeenth and e ighteenth centuries (Noe l
Hume 1969: 274). The fact that they were essenti al for such jobs as preparin g
land for cultivati on, digging cellars and foundations for various buildings. and
digging boles for fence posts and palisad es. it is not surprising that they rum up in
relatively high quantities.
Excavations at Area C revealed that the ear ly colonists were involved in a
very labour-intensi ve program of reclaiming the barbour and beach front or what
Wynne described as 'previously void or waste ground- with earth that was dug
for several buildings (Pope 1993: 13). Captain Wynne also mentions the colo nists
erecting a seven foot palisa de around the four acre se ttle me nt which also would
have necessitated the use of imp le ments such as the spad e (Po pe 1993: 12).
Excavation in the north e rn section of the smithy unearthed one large iron
spade . The blade of the item was made completely of metal with dime nsions of
SOcm.in length and 24cm in width (Plate 6.11). Interestingly, Noel Hume states
that spades made entirely of metal were rarely used during the seventeenth
century. He does mention, howeve r, a detailed drawing made by Pieter Bruegel
in 1565 which exhibits gardene rs using spades with entire metal blades {Noel
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Hume 1969: 214-275). Also, in a letter written in 1621 to George Calvert, Wynne
writes "Some spades from London were necessary. if of the best making, also
some good pick-axes, iron crows, and a smith, and also such as can brew and
bake- (pope 1993: 8). One could take the phrase "spades..•. if of the best
making" to mean he wanted spades with blades made entirely of iron. This
particular specimen was found to be in an excellent state of preservatio n and was
possibly in the shop to have the bandle attachment fixed.
For a discussion of axes refer to the previous section describing
woodworking tools .
6.S Farriering
Th e farrier , who dealt primarily with the shoein g of both horses an d oxen,
would have played an integral role in the colonial settlement. Co nsequently, it
was Dot uncommon for many blacksmiths to practice this craft. Farriers practised
a skill that required knowledge in both the handling of iron and of the animals
being shod. Draft animals.,like horses and oxen, were used for a variety of tasks
such as clearing and cultivating land, trans porting various goods, and as a mode of
transportation. Th erefore the need to protect their hooves from the wear of hard
surf aces would have made farri ering very important (Smith 1966: 175).
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In a 1625 le tter, William Alexander wrote :
"and within these three years Master Secretary Calve rt bath planted a
company at Fenyland, who both for building and making trial of the
ground have done mo re than ever wasperformed before by any in so shan
a time., having already there a broodof horses, cowsan d other bes tial, and
by the indusnyof his peopl e be is beginning to draw back yearly be nefit
from thence already _ "(Pope 1993: 21).
From this letter we know tha t horses existed at Fenyland during the very early
yean of the colony. Accordingly, it was not surprising to find evidence of this
particular tra de during the excavation of the smithy. The excavation discovered a
number of artifacts relating to this particular act ivity such as horsesh oes.
ho rseshoe na..ils, and one clinch cutter fragment. Similar to the smithy at Fort St.
Joseph most of the items associated with facriering were conce ntra ted at the front
of the shop. A possible explanation is the smithy was too small to accommodat e
the shoeing of horses on the insi de resultin g in most of the work bein g done
outside the shop (U gh! and Uoglik 1984: 24).
Clincb Cutter
During the excavation one clinch cutter fragment was recovered from the
floor of the forge. Clinch amen were knife-like instruments that were used in
conjunction with a bammer to cut off the clinched or bent nails which protruded
from the sides of the boof (Wylie 1990: 145). It was common pra ctice for smiths
to make their own clinch cutte rs instead of buying them (Smith 1966: 169).
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The clinch cutter fragment measures 72cm in length and 1.4cm in width
(plate 6.12). It had an incomplete shaft so it is possible that this particular item
was to be repaired by the smith.
Horseshoes
The farrier would have spent much of his time either repairing or making
horseshoes. Horseshoes, which were manufactured from bar iron. were custom
made to fit not just a particular horse but each of its hooves. Therefore.
depending upon such factors as the type of horse or ox being fitted, the type of
work it was involved in. the condition of the surface on which the shoes were
being used, and each animal's particular attributes. each shoe could differ in size,
shape, and weight (Williamsburg Craft Series 1971: 21).
Excavation at the smithy unearthed two borseshoes, one of which was
found e mbedded in the thick layer of scale situated around the anvil post molds.
Interestingly, neither shoe displayed any evidence of fullering or nail holes. It has
been sta ted that fullering, which refers to the grooves close to the outer margin of
the shoe in which nail holes are sunk, did not appear on English shoes prior to
the mid-seventeenth century (Noel Hume 1969: 237-238). However. since no nail
boles were found on the shoes it is possible that these were preforms.
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Because of the scarcity of iron stock, many smiths collected the old
horseshoes to use in making othe r items. In return the customer would have bad
the price of the new shoes red uced (Wylie 1990; 142). Since so few horsesboes
were recovered during the excavation it can only be ascertained tha t farriering
was Dot one of the smith's majo r activities. Two nails that looked very similar to
horsesho e nails were also discovered during the excavation. These nails were
described in a later section that list all the different types of wrought iron nails
that were recovered from the smithy.
6.6 Build iDg Hardware
The building hardware that was recovered from the blacksmith shop
repr esents a mixture of items associat ed with both shop construction and wi th the
repair and manufacturing activities of the smiths. However, whether such items as
hinges, perfo rated straps. pintles, latches. eye bolts, staples. nails. and spikes were
used in eithe r the actual construction of the smithy or items that were
manufactured or repaired by the smith to be used elsewhere is very difficult to
de termine. Therefo re. unless it is sta ted, it should be assumed that these objects
could fall into eithe r one of these categories .
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Nails and Spikes
Of all the iron items excavated from the forge, nails and spikes constituted
the largest group of the total iron artifact assembledge. This is not surprising
considering the important role that nails and spikes played in building
construction, especially in seventeenth-century Ferryland. For example.
excavations of the smithy, the bouse structure at Area D and some of the
buildings that were connected to stone structures at Area C have uncovered a vast
number of iron nails suggesting that they were constructed almost entirely of
wood .
Wrought iron nails were made from 100gslim rods or "nail rods- usually
about 1/4 quartet inch square. Manufactured in the rolling and slitting mill. nail
rods in many cases were packed in bundles tied together with wire (Bealer 1976:
205) . Bealer states that before the nineteenth century, however, it was common
practice for blacksmiths in many isolated smithies to reuse scrap iron. such as old
horseshoes, to manufacrure nails if rods were not available (Bealer 1976: 205).
Considering the isolated nature of Ferryland during the seventeenth century, it
can be presumed that the reusing of iron scrap to manufacture nail s would have
been a common occurrence.
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Durin g the excavation a total of 326 iron nalls was uncovered in the smithy.
all of which were of the band wrought variety (Plate 6.13). This was not
surprising, since band wrought nails were the only type available throughout the
seventeenth century (Noel Hume 1969: 252). Unfortunately. many of the
excavated nails were incomplete and heavily corroded. missing eithe r the head
and / or tip sections . This made it impossible to tabulate the percentages of the
varying types of nails. However, by analysing sixteen complete specimens and
some of the other diagnostic nail fragments tha t were recovered from the shop, it
became possible to divide the nails into 17 different types. This classification of
the nails was base d on two sets of criteria: tip form and bead form.
Nail tips varied in such forms as pointed. chiselled and splayed or spatulate
ends. The chisel-ripped nail, which wasmade by hammer -flattening the nail point,
was frequently used in order to prevent the splitting of the wood when going
across the grain ( Mercer 1975: 235). Nails that were manufactured with flat,
lanceolate points or spatulate ends, however. were specifically constructed for the
purpos e of clinching (Mercer 1975: 235). Clinching a nail involved curling back
the tip in such a way that it would have been driven back into the wood. This
would provide the best grip especially when dealing with overlapping boards, doo r
batte ns, gates, hinges, latches, bolts, locks, etc. (Mercer 1975: 235). Interestingly,
many of the nails found during the excavation of the smithy were clinched.
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Analysing the nails to determine those that were clinched helped separate those
nails that were used in the actual construction of the smithy as opposed to those
made by the smiths to be used elsewhere . An analysis of the complete collecti on
showed that most of the recovered nails had tips that were pointed while chiselled
and spatulate ends were not well represented.
The heads of the nails also came in a variety of forms such as Teshape, L-
shape, square , rectangular. round. oval, and rosebead . An analysis of the bead
forms show tha t the square and rectangular heads were the most common types
recovered . It has been sta ted that T and L-sbaped nails were used in floo rs,
wind ow and door boxings, cornices, fireplace facings, and chair racings sin ce the
heads of these nails could be counter-sunk (Mercer 1975: 235-237). Rarely, some
nails were found to have re latively large thin heads. which are characteristics
found on slater's nails. Since we know that many of the colonists ' structures were
roofed with slate (Le. storehouse at Area C and the smithy), it is possible tha t the
smiths were manufacturin g nails specifically for this purpose. Slating nails were
fashioned in such a way that it prevented the roof slate from riding over the head
of the nail and sliding off the roof (McCawley 1938: 119). Another unique type of
nail has a square hole passing completel y through the shaft just below the head.
Kidd has described similar types stating they could have been used to insert into a
slot or hole and caught with a drop-ke y (Kidd 1949: 94-95). However, in this
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example the bole is very small. making this function very unlikely. Another
unusual nail that was found during the smithy excavation closely resemb les a
wedge . This particular nail.which measures S3.Omm in length, is very similar to a
wheel c.ail illustrated in Dtderot's encyclopedia (Diderot as in Williamsburg Craft
Series 1971: 19). Excavations also uncovered two heavily rusted nails that appear
to be very similar to horseshoe nails. These types of nails bad to be flexible
eno ugh to allow for easy clinching while strong enough not to break (Smith 1966:
205). Since only two horseshoe nails were found it can be assumed that the
shoeing of horses o r oxen was no t one of the smith 's majo r activities . In all the
nails the shafts were found to be either square or rectangul ar in shape .
Unlike the high quantity of nails that was recovered from the blacksmith
shop , excavations discovered only four spikes. To help distinguish between nails
and spikes. any "beavy nail five inches or more in length- (Le. 137mm or greater )
will be classified as a spike (Kidd 1949: 93). To determine the differe nt types of
spikes the same classification system that was used on the nails was employed.
The foUowing paragraphs briefly describe the diffe rent types of nails and
spikes that were recovered during the excavation of the smithy.
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List oCNail Types
Type 1
This type of nail consists of a rectangular shaft with a L-sbaped head and
pointed tip. The length of this type of nail ranges from 95mm to lOSmm.
Type 1
Characteristics of this nail are a rectangular shaped bead and shaft along
with chiselled shaped tip. The length of this type of nail ranges from 78mm to
12Smm.
Type 3
This type of nail bas a rectangular shaped head and shaft plus a tip that is
spatulate in form. The length of this type of nail varies from 44mm to 95mm.
Type 4
This type of nail bas both a rectangular head and shaft in addition to a
pointed tip. The length of this type of nail ranges from 47mm to 78mm .
Type 5
This type of nail has a rectangular head, square shaft, plus a point that is
chisel fonned. The length of this particular nail was 87mm.
Type 6
This type of nail bas a square head, rectangular shaft, and a pointed tip.
The length of this particular nail is 96mm.
Type 7
Characteristics of this type of nail is a oval shaped head. square shaft, and
a pointed tip. The length of this nail ranges from 65mm to 83mm.
TypeS
This type of nail has an oval head. rectangular shaft, and a pointed tip.
The length of this nail is 57mm.
Type 9
This type of nail has a rosehead, rectangular shaft and a pointed tip. The
length of this particular nail is 46mm.
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T)'pe 10
Only one nail of this type was found in the collection. Characte ristics of
this type of nail are a very small rectangular head and a square shaft in addition
to a spatulate shaped poin t, The length of this nail is 11Omm.
T)'pe 11
This type of nail has both a round head and a squareshaft. Since DO
complete nails of this type were discovered m.arimum lengths could not be
determined.
T)'pe U
Characteristics of this type of nail are a hexagonal sbape d bead and squar e
shah. No complete nails of this type were found ther efore maximum lengths
could Dot be determined.
T)'pe 13
This type of nail consists of a rectangular shaft with a T-shaped head.
Since none of these nails were complete. maximum lengths could not be
determined.
T)'pe I'
This unique example bas a triangul ar shaped head that exten ds to one side
along with a rectangular shaft. This nail was incomplete therefore its maximum
length could Dot be det ermined.
T)'peIS
This particu lartype of nail basa hole passing through the shaft just below
the bead. Only ODe example of this type was uncover ed. This complete nail had
a square head. square shaft an d pointed tip. It meas ured 79mm in length.
T)'pe16
This wedge-shaped nail has a rectangular shaft and no diagnostic head.
eve n though the top is square in shape . According to Diderot this particular type
of nail wasreferred to as a wheel nail. Only one nail of this type was recovered
during the excavation. The maximum length of this nail is 53mm.
T)'pe 17
The head of this type of nail, which is triangular in profile. closely
resembles the heads that are found on horsesh oe nails. This nail. which measur es
S2mm in length, bas a bead and shaft that are both square in sha pe.
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List of Spikes
Type 1
Two spikes of this type were excavated from the forge. The maximum
length of both #103640 and #107194 is 240mm and l30mm respectively. Both
the head and shaft of these spikes ar e rectangular in shape while the tips are
pointed.
Type 2
This type of spike bas a square bead, rectangular shaft and a pointed tip.
The length of this spike (#7904) is 168mm.
TypeJ
1bis spike (#103916) measures 143mm in length. The head of this spike is
oval whereas the tip is pointed.
Type 4
This spike (#99431) measures 198mm. in length. Both the bead and the
shaft of this spike are square while the tip is quite blunt. This is the largest of all
the spikes that were excavated from the smithy.
Eye Bolts
Excavation of the smithy uncovered one wrought iron eye bolt. This eye
bolt, which has a pointed shaft and a looped head. measures 6.4cm in length and
2.7cm in width (Plate 6.14). Eye bolts were commonly used as simple binges in
such a way that both bolts would have been interconnected through the loops.
With this setup. eye bolts often served as binges on such items as wooden boxes
with loose-fitting tops (Brain 1979: 156). These bolts were also frequently
mounted on doors and jambs in such a manner that when the door was closed a
headed bolt placed through the eyes, or even a padlock, could secure both door
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and jamb together (Simmons and Turley 1980: 142). Eye bolts could also be used
in conjunction with pintles to serve as hinges.
Staples
The smithy excavation uncovered two wrought iron staples. These staples,
which typically bad pointed ends, were used for such purposes as fastening a basp
to a door, or to act as the eye for hasp. etc. Both of these staples are round-
headed with heights varying from 5.7cm and 5.2cm and widths varying from 29cm
to 2.2cm (Plate 6.14).
Hinges
During the course of the smithy excavation six binge fragments were
unearthed. The hinges include strap, side, butterfly and butt binges.
The large strap hinge (#5045) that was recovered in the northern section
of the sbop and measures approximately 31.7cm in length and S.lem in width
(Plate 6.14). This type of large binge. which was commonly referred to as the T-
hinge, was often used on the doors of barns, stables, and bulkheads. It was set up
so that the crosspiece was anchored to a frame while the long strap was attached
to a door (Noel Hume 1969: 236). Since it was discovered near the north wall it
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is possible that this binge was used in the actual constructio n of the blacksmith
shop .
Hinge fragments #9 146. #99536. and #97627 all represe nt fragments of
small e r strap hinges. In their original state these strap hinge fragments were
manufactured with one end of the hinge formed into a loop so it could be used in
conjunction with a pintle (Noel Hume 1969: 236). This type of hinge was aot onl y
used to bang doors but also to bind togeth er the batten doors to which they were
attached (Faulkner 1987: 96). Fragment #9146 represented the Loo p section or
"gudgeon" that measures approximately S.lem in width and 3.2cm in length
(Plate 6.14). Hinge fragments #99536 and #97627 consisted of the "stra p"
sections of the hinges. Hinge # 99536 measures 17.4cm by 2.9cm while binge
#97627 measures 30.2cm by 3.2cm (P late 6.14). These types of hinges usually had
bo les spac ed close together near the gudgeon to aid in weight bearing (Faulkner
1987: 96). Since these sections were not mass ive, it is possible tha t they would
have been used for smaller gates, doors, an d shu tters .
Hinge fragment # 9024 is a type refe rred to as a side binge . Its maximu m
length is 8.9cm compared to a maximum width of 6.7cm. Faulkner states that this
type of binge was restricted to lightwe ight applications since it only attaches on
the jamb side and does not secure the doo r or window together. It was
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partiOJ.larly well suited for frame constru ction fea tures such as hanging casement
windows (Faulkner 1987: 97). Side hinges were also used in conjuncti on with
pintles.
The gudgeon sections of the strap and side hinges were formed by simply
wrapping them aroun d a mandril This method of hinge man ufactur e seems to
have been very common throughout the colonial period continuing up to the early
part of the eighteenth cen tury (Faulkner 1987: 97).
The othe r sectio n of stra p and side hinge necessary to make them
operational was the pintle. Pintles were made from a single piece of bar stock
shaped into a right angle with one sectio n formed into a poin t that was drive n
into wood or a masonry jamb while the other was rounded [0 a size to fit into the
gudge on (Faulkner 1987: 95) . Excavation of the smithy uncovered two complete
pintles. The smaller pintle measures 5.2cm in length at the tape red end and
4.1cm at the rounded end (Plate 6.14). This type of shorter pintle may have been
used to bang light doors or shuners (Kenyon 1986: 32). The larger pintle
measures 9.8cm in length at the tapered end and 6.Ocmat the rounded end. This
larger type of pintle was likely used to bang heavy doo rs.
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Hinge #1033n represents a fragment of a bun hinge. This incomplete
iron butt hinge or H-hinge measures 7.4cm.in length and 6.Ocm in width. The
butt hinge. like the side hinge. was also used for such purposes as atta ching
shutters to windows or banging light doors (light and Unglik 1984: 18; Faulkner
1987: 97).
6.7 FllI'1liture Hardware
Analysis of the artifacts confirmed that tbe smiths spent some of their time
manufacturing or repairing small domestic objects. This is indica ted by the
number of iron and brass artifacts such as handles, hasp, and furniture nails
recovered from the floor of the smithy.
Hand les
Artifact # 103415 is an iron handle measuring IO.9em in length (Plate 6.15).
This handle was manufactured so it could be attached to a surface by screws. It
waslikely inte nded to be used on a cupboard door.
Handle #99535 measures 4.7cm in length and 4.7cm in width (Plat e 6.15).
This type of handle was freque ntly appli ed to larger storage chests by attaching
them to metal back plates (Barnes 1988: 60).
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As me ntioned earlier the iron ring that was discovered 00 the floor of the
forge may have been used as a drop handle . Commonly used as door bandles,
round dro p handles were mounted to doors by using eye bolts (Simmons and
Tur ley 1980: 148 ).
Has p
One complet e hasp was discovered durin g the excavation of the blacksmith
shop (Plate 6.15). Hasps of this varie ty, which were man ufactured from slende r
iron rods, would have commonly been utilized on chests (Kenyon 1986: 36). This
parti cular hasp, which is very similar to one of the hasps excavated at Fort
Albany , is hinged and measures lO.6cm in le ngth (Kenyon 1986: 36) .
After analysing the collection it becomes evident that the smiths spen t
much of the ir time manufacturing and repairing items associated with both
building cons truction and furnishing. The fact that items such as hinges, nails.
ptntles, hasps, an d spikes turn up in relative ly high quan tities attest to the noti on
that the manufacturing an d repairin g of such items made up much of the smiths '
daily activiti es.
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6.8 Gu.nsmithiag
The earl y colonists considered the gun to be one of the most impo rtan t
survival too ls. In addition to providing both an individual and collective means of
off ense and defence it proved to be very helpful in bunting and in providing
prote ction of both crops and livestock from predators. Perhaps most imponandy,
howeve r, the gun also gave the ear ly colonists a much nee ded sense of security
(Brown 1980: 84). Since the art of gunsmithing was considered an importan t
trade it is DOl surprising to find that many of the blacksmiths who worked in
colonial settlements also served as gunsmi ths. Brown stales that alth ough
gunsmiths were usually proficient at blacks mithing, blac ksmi ths we re DOl often
qualifie d gunsmiths except for making minor repairs . However. he also mentions
that on the frontier and when dealing with Native Americans, it was DOl
uncommon for many blacksmiths to freque ntly double as gunsmiths (Smith 1980:
248 ). For example . it see ms very likely tha t the englishman James Read. a
b lacksmith who was involved with the first colonization attempt at Jamestown in
1607, engaged in th e rep airing of many of the ear ly colo nist 's guns (Smith 1980:
149). Also, excavations at the French Fo rt of Pe ntagoe t suggests that the reside nt
b lacksmith was very much involved with the re pairin g of guns (Faulkner 1987:
145· 151) . Similar to the blacksmiths in many other co lonial settl ements, the
Fe rry lan d smiths were also involved in gunsmi thing.
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Durin g the excavation of the Ferryland smithy a cumber of too ls and gun
parts were recovered suggesting that the resident blacksmiths wer e engage d in
both the repair and maintenance of guns. Implements excavated at the
blacksmith shop, such as the band vise.gimlet, reamer and files ar e tools that
would have bee n an integral part of the gunsmith's toolkit, Further evidence of
gunsmithing is displayed by the two items that closely resemble band anvils.
Hand anvils used in conjunctio n with a vise would have been used for shaping and
repairing small metal items such as those associated with gunsmithing. G un parts
that were reco vered include such items as a gun lock. main sprin g. frizze n. an d a
sectio n of an exploded gun barr el Analysis of the artifacts and ear ly documents
also seem to suggest that the smitb(s) were involved in the manufacture of
gunflints, gunspalls, and lead SbOL
6.8.1 Gunsmith's Tools
These tools include the files. gimlet. band anvils, hand vise. and reamer
that were recovere d from the blacksmith shop. Except for the reame r, all of these
other items have been previously mentioned the refore it is cot necessary to
describe them again.
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Reamer
Excavated from the floor of the smithy was an iron artifact that close ly
rese mbles a gunsmith's reamer (Pla te 6.16). The reamer was a tool used by
gunsmiths to bore and/or widen the barrel of guns and the powder cham ber that
is located in the breech (Brown 1980: 258). U in fact this tool is a ream er, it
offers strong evidence that at least one of the smiths was involved in the repairing
of guns .
6.8.2 Gun Part s
This secti on of the paper will describe the various gun pans discovered
during the excavati on of the smi thy.
Gun Lock
Excavations of the smithy unearthed one Incomplete gun lock. This gun
lock was of a type referr ed to as an English lock. or dog lock. having both the pan
cover and the ba ttery made as one piece (G ill 1974: S). Anoth er unique featu re
of this dog loc k was tha t the cock had a -safery- or half-cocked positio n
(Peterson 1956: 28) . 10 the dog lock this safety position was accomplished by
boo king a small dog catch to the back of the coc k which hooke d over its tail to
pre vent it from moving forward (Noe l Hume 1969: 213; Pete rson 1956: 28--29).
This dog catch was installed oa these locks to preven t the gun from firing
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accidentally since without the catch the gun could not be carried in the cocked
positi on (Noe l Hume 1969: 213) . Peterson states that this type of lock waswidely
used in Colonial Ame rica from about 1625-1675. However. since both the
internal and external fea tur es of these dog locks have underwent a long
evolutionary development, it is possible to date most .specimens much more
closely (peterson 1956: 29).
The dog lock tha t was excava ted from the blacksmith shop measur ed
17.5cm in length. 6.5cm in be ight and O.5an in thickness (Plate 6.17) . The plate
section of the lock is incomple te missing both the end of the plate tha t terminat ed
in a ball finial and the section that had the dog catch attach ed to it. Even though
this section is missing the plate is still long and slender. a characteristic that is
found on most dog locks dating from 1625-1650 (Peterso n 1956: 29-34). Anothe r
featur e of this lock that is similar to ear ly dog locks is the shape of the cock. On
ear ly dog locks the cock is in the shape of an elongated ·5· , be ing more angular
than curved. whereas on later dog locks the S-shaped cock becam e solid in the
lower curve and more goose neck in shape (Noel Hume 1969: 213; Pete rson 1956:
36) . Internal mechanisms present on this panicular gun lock also point to an
earlier style. For example, similar to the very ear ly dog locks the sear doe s not
touch the tumble r. Also, the sear on this lock acted laterally, as opposed to
vertically , which was a feature that English gunsmiths stopped making sha nty after
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the middle of the seventeenth century (peterson 1956: ~31). This particular
dog lock is almost identical to an early dog lock that wasexcavated at the site of
a seventeenth-century outpost at Yor ktown, Virginia (Peterson 1956: 25) .
The dog loc k that was excavated from the sho p was missing the end sectio n
of the pla te . the dog catch, and the jaws of the cock which held the flint in place .
Whether this ha ppen ed after it was lost or discar ded or during use is unknown but
it is possible that this dog lock was in the smithy to unde rgo repairs to e ithe r one
or more of these parts.
Main SprinC
O ne of the most common gun parts tha t needed to be repair ed or rep laced
by the gunsmith was the main spring. During the excava tion of the blacksmi th
shop a broken main spring wasdiscovered, The main spring fragmen t consisted
of the segme nt that would have remained attached to the gunlock after it bad
broke n. It is likely tha t this section would have been removed by the smith afte r
the gun bad bee n brought in for repair (Light 1984: 30).
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Frizzen
The frizzeDwas the name given to the gun pan consisting of both the
battery and the pan cover found on later flintlocks such as the English lock.or the
dog lock: (Noel Hume 1969:213: Peterson 1956: 28). The frizzen was held in place
by a V-shaped spring referred to as either the feather spring or frizzen spring
which allowed it to pivot on the lockplate. This enabled the frizzen to fall
backwards automati cally and to uncover the pan when struck by the flint that was
held in the cock. This technological improvement. not found on the snapbaunce,
made the English lock a much faster device in that it eliminated one motion and
resulted in a simpler mechanis m by replacing the sliding cover machinery
(Peterson 1956: 28). This improved lock was first developed durin g the first
quart er of the seventee nth cen tury (Peterson 1956: 28).
One complete frizzen was found during the smithy excavation (Plate 6.16).
Since this frizzen displayed no evidence of damage it is possible that it was
salvage d from a worn out gun lock to be used as a replaceme nt part. Although it
is unknown whether this frizzen came from an early or later gun lock, it is very
similar to the ODe located on the early dog lock that was previously describ ed in
this section.
\02
GIUl BarTel
One fragme nt of an exploded gun barrel wasfound on the forge Ooor.
This piece, which measures 7.9cm in length, had a cylindrical shaped interior and
an octagonal shaped exterior. It was probably from a gun that was brought into
the shop to be either salvaged for parts o r repaired. Unfortunately, no other part
of this barrel was reco vered. In a lett er written in 1622 Captain Edward Wynne
asks Sir George Calvert to se nd the colonists ' two fowling pieces of six foo t in
the barrel and one of seven foo t" (p ope 1993: 18). From this description of gun
barrels it is very possible that the excavated barre l fragment is only a small
porti on of what would have been originall y a very long piece.
6.8.3 Gunfi ints
Associa ted with flin tlock firing mechanisms, like the dog loc k, are sparking
devices refe rred to as gunfllnts. Gunflints are very important since the y provide
the spar k necessary to igni te the powder that was placed in the pan which in turn
ignited the charge in the barrel The gun pans that were found in the smi thy
were all related to types baving flintlock mechanisms. Consequently, the
discovery of four complete gunflints and six gunflint fragments during the
excavation of the forge floo r was no t unexpected (Plate 6.18). Th e gunfli nts were
aU of types commonly re fe rred to as gunspalls . GunspaUs are sbort flak es which
may be struck from e ithe r a concave or convex surface of a Oint core. Near the
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poin t of impact the spall is bulbous in shape and usually rounde d by secondary
flaking. F ro m this bulbous section the spall tapers down to form. a ' feathered
edge- which is typically thin and square. It is the thick back end of the spall
which fits into the jaws of the guncock allowing the sharper end to strike off of
the steel battery or frizzen (Faullcner 1987: 151·153; Noe l Hume 1969: 219-222) .
The ten gunspall and gunspall fragments that were excavated from the
floor of the forge varied both in size and in the types of flint that wer e used
(Table 6.1). The colour of the spalls varied from dar k grey to light grey in
addition to ODe tha t was made fro m a beeswax coloured cbe rt,
Determining whether all or some of these gunspalls were manufactured at
the smithy is very difficult to ascertain. Even though Faulkner has foun d evidence
that gunspalls were being manufactured locally at Pentagoet during the beginning
years of that settlement. be does state that evidence for gunflint manufacture in
other North American outposts is very unusual. The more excepted notion is that
gunflints were being produced in Euro pe and from there were supplied to the
overseas colonies (Faulkner 1987: 153). Of all the gunspalls that were recovered
from the forge only two showed evidence of having bee n manufactured by a
skilled flintknapper . The other gunspalls were all crudely made and did not fit
into the conventional gunspaU form. The fact that these spalls were of a poo r
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quality adds credence to the idea that these gunt1i.nlS were prod uced locally by an
unslcilled flintkna pper rather than having been imported from abroad. This is
further reinfo rced by Noel Hume who states that seve nteenth-century gunspaUs
can be foun d in all so rts of shapes, many of which we re man ufactured by unskilled
knappe rs, such tha t some spalls are no more than sligh tly tapering chunks of stone
(Noe l Hume 1969: 220). One bit of evidence that argue s agains t this idea of the
spalls baving been manufa ctured locally is the fact that DO cores wert recovered.
At Pentagoet, it was the uncovering of both cores and core fragments throughou t
the blacksmith shop which led Faulkner to confirm that gunspalls were produced
locally with only the raw material being Imported (F aulkner 1987: 151· 155).
Consequen tly, it seems unlik ely that the Ferryland blac ksmiths were involved in
the manufacture of gunflints.
Using both gunflint len gth and regress ion form ulas ar chae ologists have
been ab le to determine such attribu tes as function, usewear and WCapJD types
(Stone as in McAlleese 1990: 54). Unfortunate ly regress ion analysis could Dot be
undertaken in this study because of the small sample of gunflin ts. However, by
an alysising the excavated gunfiints visually, it was determined that six of the flints
were discarded because of use. Through use, gunfl ints were frequently being
resb arpened, which resulted in the shortening of the flint (Stone as in McAlle ese
1990: 54). This ultimately resul ted in the gunflint having to be replaced afte r
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abo ut 20 strikes eve n thou gh some may have been used for up to 3S strikes in a
flintlock gun (Brown 1980: 79-80). Since four of the gunflints exhibit excessive
wear, it is likely that they were discar ded in favour of newe r ones . Th is damage
to the flints may have resul ted from a combination of improper positioning of the
flint in the cockjaws or the use of poor quality flint (Brown 1980: 79).
6.8.4 Lead Sbot
Anoth er task associated with gunsmithing is the prod uction of lead shot.
Excavation of the smithy unearthed a number of lead shot which cam e in a varie ty
of sizes(Plate 6.19). Analysis of the shot and oth er excavated material. such as
lea d sprue, indicate that the majority of the lead shot was cast in gang molds.
Lead shot tha t were made in this mann er freque ntly have both a seam and a cut-
off mar k as oppose d to the dimp le found on the surface of shot mad e by the
Rupert process (Faulkner 1987: 155). The fact that the shot were made in gang
molds is not surprising since Captain Edward Wynne in a 1622 letter asked Sir
George Calvert to send the colony "a mold to cast shot of several sizes for
fowlin g" (Pope 1993: 18).
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6.9 Tra pping
In many colonial settlements trapping would have been considered a very
important daily activity . Besides hunting animals for their warm.pelts, their meat
would have also been an important addi tion to the colonists daily diet, This is
evident in a 1622 lette r written by Ferryland colonist Nicholas Hoskins when he
discusses in detail how be and a number of other settle rs hunted a variety of land
animals such as bear. fox, canagenas (lynx), and otter for both their pe lts and
meat (Pope 1993: 21) . Since traps could have been used to capture these animals
it is likely that the smiths would also have been involved in the repair and /or
manufacture of these items .
Before descnbing the trap pans that were excavated at the smithy it is first
impo rtan t to discuss trap sizes and the ir associa ted functions. Basically the re are
three different sizes of traps. In the literature: small traps were commo nly
referred to as ra t tra ps whereas medium and large traps were known as beaver
and bear traps respective ly (light and Unglik 1984: Z7). However . even thou gh
traps can be refe rred to as one of these types ther e are wide variations within
each group (Ught and Unglik 1984: 27). This large variation was a result of the
kinds of material that were used in trap making and the individual prefe renc es of
the trap maker (Light and Unglik 1984: 27·28) . As light points out. however,
there is still a correlation between the size of the trap and the kind of animal
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being sought since if the trap is roo small it will Dot bold the animal whereas if
the trap is too large it may break or OJt the animals leg thereby allowing it to
escape (Light and Uoglik 1984: 28). It was this idea of the bolding powe r of the
trap and the fact that this depended upou the tra p spring tha t led light to
conclude that this pie ce may provide the best information about the kind of
animal be ing trap pe d (Ught and Unglik 1984: 28t.
One of the trap parts that was uncovered fro m the forge floor was a set of
trap jaws (Plate 6.20). When opened the se jaws would have bad a sprea d that
measures approximately 33 centimeters (13 inches). When compared to the jaw
spreads of trap s of known use it is very likely tha t this se t belonged [ 0 either a
bear or wolf trap . Car l Russell in his book.Firearms,Traps,and Tools of the
Mountain Men~ describes two early traps which were used to bunt both bears and
wolves. Th e jaw sp reads of the traps were 16 inches and 13 inches (Russe ll 1961:
109-1 LS). In eith e r case these traps, including the spe cime n excavated from the
smithy, we re very likely inten de d to trap larg er game animals.
Another trap pan tha t was uncovered on the smithy floor was a large tra p
spring (Plate 620). This spring. although incomp lete. measures 235 cm in length.
The lower section of this spring displays evidence of having been bot-cu t by the
smith. Fortunately, tra p springs can assist in identifying the type of animal that
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the trap was intended to catch. light's trap spring classifica tion system is based
on the premise that if the interior diamete r of the trap spring eye is 2·Jcm then
the trap was intend ed for medium sized fur bearing animals. Conseque ntly, if the
diameter is less than then 2~3<:m the trap was likely a rat trap and anything
greater a bear trap (light and Unglik 1984: 28-29). In this case the interior
diameter of the spring is 3.8cm. suggesting that the trap was intended for larger
animals .
Broken trap parts were frequently used as a source of reusable metal .
Consequently, it could have been the intention of the local smith to use these
particular trap jaws for this purpose.
6.10 I...ocksmithing
Some of the artifa cts tha t were recovered from the forge suggest that the
smiths wer e involved in locksmithing. Even though it is doubtful that the smiths
would have been specializ ed in this craft, it is conceivable that they could have
carried out minor repairs on various locks and keys. The fact that the blacksmiths
bad tools such as a band vise and two band anvils reinforces this idea since these
tools were predominately used when working on smaller items that need ed
precision work like those associated with locksmithing .
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Locks
Excavated from the floor of the smithy was the bolt section of a plain stock
lock (plate 621). This stock lock, which measures 2S.1an in length and 3.8cm in
width. would have likely bee n used on an outer door. It was found in the back
portio n of the smithy (t,e. not in the vicinity of the door) therefore it is unlikely it
had a role in the actual constructio n of the blacksmith shop . It is possibl e that
the blacksmiths were either going to carry out some repairs on this ite m or use
this lock fragmeot for reusable scrap. Even though it is rare to find a complete
plain stock lock their individual parts are frequently encoun tered on historic:sites.
Noel Hume state s that this type of lock was the cheapest and most commonly
used door lock in both the seventeenth and eighteenth centurie s (Noe l Hume
1969: 244).
Key,
Two complete and two incomplete key fragments were recovered from the
shop. One of the comple te keys (#78665) measures 8.3cm in length and bas an
oval-shaped and flat-sided bead in additio n to a round shaft and a square lock
end. The other complete key was quite large measuring 14.3cm in length (Plate
6.21). Similar to the other key this specimen also has an oval-shape d head that is
flat -sided, square lock end. and a shaft that is round in cross section. The two key
fragments consists of the lower sections from two different keys. both having
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square lock ends and round shafts. loterestingly, one of the key fragmeots looks
to have bee n pan of a blank. AU are made of wrought iro n.
6.11 CoppersmithiDg
During the CO~ of the excavation over 334 fragm ents of coppe r were
recovered from the smithy. Even though many were unidentified. a majority of
the recognizable fragments represented pieces of coppe r/brass kettl es and pots .
Copper and brass kettles and pots were common items thro ughout the
seventee nth and eightee nth centuries, and for that reason they were frequently
repaired or reused by blacksmiths. People have suggeste d tha t the reuse of
kettles as a source of copper or brass to make other items was primarily a
tradition carried out by Native Americans (Quimby as i.n Faulkner 1987: 156).
However. after analysing the copper excavated from the forge it becomes obvious
tha t the Ferryland blacksmiths were also engaging i.n this practice.
The collection of copper excavated from the smithy suggests tha t the
repairing of kettles and pots made up a high proportion of the smith's daily
activities. To repair these items. old copper kettles that were Dot worth mending
would have been salvaged and reused as a source of material to manufacture such
items as rivets, roves, pat ches, and lugs (l1gbt and Unglik 1984: 31). fortunately,
the excavations at the smithy site turned up many of these particular items. One
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patch in the collection, which measur es approximately 6.1 by 6.0cm, still bad eight
copper rivets embedded in it (Plate 6.22). Rivets were made by rolling diamo nd-
shaped pieces of sheet copper into cones and then flattening the top (Faulkner
1987: 157). Their most common functions were to patch leaks or reattach handle
lugs to kettles (Faulkner 1987: 157). In addition to the patch mentioned above.
othe r kettle fragments. such as lugs, were often found with a variety of rivets
embedded in them (Plate 6.22). Whether these rivets were original or added later
is very difficult to determine. Along with these finished rivets some preforms
were also discovered. Funher evidence representing both the repairin g and reuse
of worn out kettles is evident in the many strips of copper that were recovered
from the forge. These strips almost surely originated from both kettle s and pots
which were cut up with shears or chiselled and filed to make many of the items
previously mentioned
Faulkner states that recycled coppe r kenle pans could be used in
gunsmithing as both a source of raw material for brazing and also for the
occasional fitting. For example, at Pentagoet excavations uncovered a coppe r
musket butt plate created from brass scrap (Faulkner 1987: 157). Unfortunate ly,
there is no evidence of this type of practice occurring at the Ferryland smithy.
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Unlike excavations at Pentagoet, no copper or brass artifacts recovered
from the smithy represented items having an ornamental function. At Pentagoet
items such as brass tinkling cones, lace tips. copper tubes. and a disk baving
perforations in the shape of a cross were uncovered. Whethe r these items were
not considered important enough for the Ferryland smiths to create or simply did
not survive, objects of these types were not discovered. A possible reason that
could explain why no copper or brass ornamental objects were being produced is
that the Fenyland colonists bad no relations with the resident Beothuk
population. It bas been noted that in situati ons where colonists bad relations or
contact with native populations copper items. such as those previously mentioned,
were often used as trade items (Faulkner 1987: 157). It is importan t to mention.
however, that at Pentagoet copper items, such as lace tips, which were used
extensively for fashionable dress. were being manufactured by the smith primarily
for the resident European population (Faulkner 1987: 157).
6.12 Fishing
Considering the fact that Ferryland was one of the most important fishing
settlements in the North Eastern Atlantic throughout much of the seventeenth
century it is only logical that items related to this occupation were unearthed from
the smithy.
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Fis h Hooks
During the excavation three comp lete fish hooks were discovered in various
sections of the blacksmith shop. The hooks. which were made of iron, measure
6.5cm, 8.4cm and 9.Ocm in length (Plate 6.23). Unlike the modern fish book.
these three specimens lacked the characteristic eye. In order to attach these
books to a line, the tops of the shanks were slightly everted and then widened by
being hammered fiat (Kenyon 1986: 41).
Ancbor Flu ke
Ancbor flukes are the broad triangular plates that are locat ed on the arms
of a ships' or boats' anchor. During the excavation one anchor fluke measuring
18.2cm in length and to.Oem in width was unearthed (Plate 6.23). It is possible
that this anchor fluke would have been used as a source of reusable stock by the
blacksmiths. During the seventeenth century many of the colonists living at
Ferryland would have bee n heavily involved in the fishery. Also, many Iaeger
boats, such as sack ships, would have periodically docked at the barbour.
Consequently, it is likely that the local blacksmiths would have spent much of
their time making and repairing a variety of ship pans. such as anchors, for both
local fisherman and visiting seaman.
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Fishing Prong
Two of the most puzzling artifacts that were recovered from the smithy
could have possibly been fish prongs. Similar types of items. referred to as pews.
are depicted in an illustration found in BA Balcom's book. The Cod Fishery of
Isle Royale.1713·58. If these items are prongs. they would have been attached to
long wooden poles and used in the process of transferring fish from the boat to
the stage . These particular objects measure 35.9cm and 42.8cm in length (Plate
623).
6.13 MisceUaneous Items
F....replace Tongs
Excavated directly in front of the stone forge was a large set of wrought
iron fireplace tongs (Plate 6.24). Similar to types that were commonly used
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries these particular fireplace
tongs consist of two straight jaws that broadened out immediately below the
handle . It was at this location that the two jaws came together to form a hinge.
The handle of the tongs is square in cross-section and tapers towards the end at
which point there was a large knob. It is likely that this knob would have acted as
a counter-balance to offset the weight of the jaws. This particular set of fireplace
tongs measures 91.2cm in length and 12.7cm.in maximum width. lindsay states
that tongs of this type were made in a variety of sizes (Lindsay 1970: 15).
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A drawback commonly associated with this type of tongs is that the hinge is
located at the bottom of the handle and therefore left relatively unprotected
(Lindsay 1970: 16). Whether or not the tongs excavated from the forge were
there to have the hinge repaired is unknown. More likely, since the tongs had
one of its tips missing it was probably in the smithy to get a new tip attached.
6.14 Discussion
An analysis of the artifacts excavated from the blacksmith shop indicates
that the smiths were involved in a number of different trades including
gunsmithing. locksmithing, farriering, and ooppersmithing as well as blacksmithing.
The fact that rural blacksmiths participated in a number of different trades seems
to have been a common feature for those who operated in colonial and frontier
settlements. Excavations carri ed out at colonial and frontier sites such as
Pentagoet and Fort St. Joseph all suggest that the local blacksmiths practised a
variety of different trades. This would have been very important for the colonists
who lived at these isolated settlements since they could have had many of their
daily metal-working needs looked after by the local blacksmiths. Imagine the
inconvenience a colonist would have had in trying to repair a broken tool or have
a number of nails manufactured if there were no blacksmith located nearby!
Also. when one considers that the smith would have been able to carry out other
functions such as repairing broken gun parts, traps, or mending copper kettles it
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becomes appareot how important a role he would have bad in the community .
Conside r the blacksmith. James Read, who was a resident at Jamestown in 1607.
Read was involved in an altercation with the colony's new president John
Ratcliffe, and as a result was sentenced to be banged. However, after cons idering
the vital role that Rea d bad in the colony Ratcliffe decided to space his life. As
Noel Hume sta tes "killing the man that mends your guns. makes your nails,
repairs your chise ls, and fixes your locks, Dot to men tion shoes your horses. migh t
not be the wisest of respo nses" (Noel Hume 1994: 162-163).
An important fact to remember when considering the mul ti-functional role
of the rural blacksmith is that many smiths would not have been specialists in any
one particular craft. Rather than manufacturing complex Items such as guns and
lodes it is more realisti c to picture the rural blacksmith as so meone who would be
primarily involved in repairing these types of objects (Wylie 1990: 47). It was the
fact tha t blacksmiths had the ability to mend or repair virtually any type of metal
artifact tha t made them indispensable to their communi ties (Ca ns. Hodny,
Guttman, and Doms 1994: 9). This notion would have been especi ally true for an
isolated colonial settlemen t such as Ferryland. Interestingly, wben one examine s
letters written by the Ferryland colonists after the time the forge was in operation
one still finds that they are requesting many metal items such as tools and othe r
finisbed objects be sent over to the colony. This suggests that the smiths were
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probably more involved in the repair of metal items rather than in their
manufacture. In ber book To Draw, Upset.and Weld: The Work of the
Pennsylvania Rural Blacksmith, 1742·1935, Jeanette Lasansky analysed the daily
ledgers that belonged to a number of Pennsylvania blacksmiths. She concluded
that generally speaking the blacksmith's day-to-day work was rather ordinary and
mundane since a majority of the smiths spent their time repairing, forging parts
and shoeing horses rather than making exotic or unusual iron objects (Lasansky as
in Cans. Hodn y, Guttman. and Dams : 1994: 47). After examining both the
Pennsylvania blacksmiths and those who worked at Ferryland in the early
seventeenth century. it is Important to note the similarity between the two in that
both groups appar ently did not spend much of their time specializing in one
particular craft or manufacturing only one specific type of item . As Wylie states
-his working world was diversifi ed rather than specialized- (Wylie 1990: 47).
Consequently, it seems that rural blacksmiths were more concerned with the
working life of the society since a majority of their time was taken up
manufaetwing and /or repairing items likely associated with the other craftsm en of
the settlement (Wylie 1990: 47).
During the initial stages of the colony's development it would have been
very advantageous to have an on-site smithy. This early period would have been a
time of increased building activity which meant that a variety of too ls and building
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hardware would have had to have been readily available. The smiths would have
also repaired many of the tools and i.temsassociated with this initial construction
phase. Keeping this in mind, it is not surprising to find that the blacksmith shop
was one of the first buildings to be constructed at Fenyland. Consequently, soon
after the forge was constructed, Captain Wynne asked Calvert to send over a
number of skilled tradesmen to assist in the initial building pbase . He states "It
may likewise please your Honour to give express order, first, that such as be sent
hither hereafter may be such men as shall be of good strength. whereof we stand
in need of six masons, four carpenters. two or three good quarry men, a slater or
two, a lime-burner ......•. and a convenient number of west-country labourers to fit
the ground for the plough" (Pope 1993: 19). The presence of such a large and
skilled workforce to come to an isolated area such as Ferryland would have made
the role of the blacksmith all the more Important.
Wylie states that determining what types of items the smiths would have
been involved with depends upon their metal technology and the state of social
and economic development in the area (Wylie 1990: 46). Considering this
statement it was not unexpected to find that the most common types of objects
that the Ferryland smiths were concerned with were those associated with
construction, including sucb items as nails, spikes, hinges, pi.ntles, and eye books.
Also, it seems that they spent much of their time manufacturing or repairing tools
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identified with carpentry and agriculture. Even though items such as gun parts,
locks. and domestic utensils were recovered from the smithy they seem to have
been the exception rather than the norm. This can be explained by a number of
particular factors. First, essential items such as tools and building supplies or
items that were associated with the working world. would have been given
precedence over objects that were Dot considered necessities. In the colonial
society, nails and axes would have been of much greater imponance than
ornamental gate and door fixtures. Wylie also states tha t this may be a reflection
of cultural values as well as economic practicality when he states"_. in a society
of limited means, some of the population bad ceased to value the artifacts of
domestic culture as symbols of respectability" (Wylie 1990: 48). Another factor
that would determine the typical objects that the smiths would manufacture would
depend upon the location in which they practice their craft. For example. smiths
working at locations where fur trading was common would spend much of their
time repairing and manufacturing traps while those working at military sites would
occupy much of their day creating or repairing guns. Therefore, in the case of the
Ferryland smiths one could assume that they spent much of their time fabricating
and repairing items associated with the fishery and with farming. However, an
interesting point in the case of the Ferryland smiths is that in addition to
operating at a rural settlement located in a marine environment they were also
working at a colonial settlement that was in its infancy in terms of development.
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This meant that items associated with building construction, ground clearing, etc.
would have been considered very important. For this reason one can assume that
the local blacksmiths generally practised a multitude of tasks ranging from the
manufacture and maintenance of tools and building hardware to the repairing of
items such as guns and traps. The fact that they worked and lived in an isolated
community necessitated that they practice a number of different vocations and
consequently create a wide range of items even though some may have been
considered more important than others.
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Chapter 7
Metallurgic Analysis of Smithy By-Products
7.1 Introduction
During the course of the smithy excavation a large quantity of slag material
associated with ironwarking was recovered. Uncovering such a vast quantity of
slag provided the opportunity to carry out a number of different experiments to
try and det ermine some of the general activities that were attempted by the
resident blacksmiths . Interestingly, excavations at the southwestern section of
Area C also unearthed a vast amount of slag. Trying to ascertain if this slag
originated from the smithy at Area B or from another smithy yet to be discovered
was a major focus of this metallurgic study. Henry Unglik. of Parks Canada.
conducted a similar type of study from slag recovered from the Fort St. Joseph
excavation (Light and Uoglik 1984:93-130). For this research I will try to use his
research as a model even though it will be on a much smaller scale as a result of
both time and financial constraints .
Determining if the slag excavated at Area C originated from the blacksmith
shop involved an examination of some of the artifacts discovered with the slag and
a metallurgic analysis of the slag itself. The slag that originated from Area C was
found in event 229 in association with a number of other artifacts such as pipes,
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pottery, brick and roof slates . Pipe fragments from event 229 and event 8 were
used to determine if this event dated between 1621-1650 wbich was likely the
period during which the blacksmith shop was in operation (refer to chapter 4).
Second, wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis was done on 46
pieces of slag originating from both the smithy and from Area C. The results
obtained from this XRF procedure was also used in determining if the slag from
both areas was similar since both should have roughly the same basic composition
if they originated from the same smithy. The XRF analysis was conducted by
Pam King and Michael Tubrett, staff of the Department of Geology, Memorial
University of Newfoundland.
7.2 Analysis of the Artifacts from Event Z29
As mentioned in Chapt er Four, the artifacts excavated from the smithy
suggest that the blacksmith sbop likely operated during the first half of the
seventeenth century. Ther efore if the slag found at Area C is relat ed to that
associated with the forge it should follow that the artifacts found with this slag
should date to around the same period.
During the excavation of event 229 only 17 pipe stems were recovered. As
a result. I felt that a statistical analysis using the Harrington dating method would
prove to be unreliable and meaningless (should mention that information
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concerning event 229 is found in Table 5.7). Interestingly, however, during the
excavation of event 8 numerous pipe stems were recovered. Using the Harrington
dating method a date range of c.162()..1680was obtained. This event, which was
found to exist throughout much of Area C. seems to be a fill layer which was laid
down at this location prior to the construction of a stone storehouse that was built
sometime between 1623-1629 (Gaulton 1997: personal communication). The fact
that event 229 existed below this particular stratigraphic layer implies that it dat es
before 1629. possibly to the very early years of the colony of Avalon.
Interestingly, if this slag originated from the smithy discovered at Area B this is
more evidence suggesting that this blacksmith shop is in fact the same one that
was built in 1622 by Captain Edward Wynne and his colonists.
A high proportion of the ceramics excavated from both the forge and event
229 were of the North Devon variety. Event 229 also contained numerous
fragments of roof slates similar in form to those excavated from the smithy .
Excavation of event 229 also revealed many fragments of brick which may be
related to those found on the upper surface of the stone forge.
The two clusters of slag that origina ted from Areas B and C were found in
layers that could be related since both were found to date from around the same
time period (i.e. 1620-1650).
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7.3 Preliminary Examination or tbe Slag
In total over 1650 pieces of slag were discovered with approximately 950
and 700 pieces coming from the smithy and the southwestern comer of Area C
respectively. From this large sample 46 pieces of slag were chosen for preliminary
investigation (30 pieces of slag from Area B and 16 pieces from Area C). [0
general the slag from both areas came in a variety of sizes with the average piece
baving dimensions of 9.9cm x 7.7em x S.lem (Plate 7.1). Most piece s of slag were
caked-shaped baving both a convex base and a concave upper surfac e (Plate 7.2).
Unglik states that slag may have acquired this particular shape from the bowl-
shaped forge bottom (Light and Uoglik 1984: 97). Similar to Unglik 's
observations the upper surface of the slag was smooth and glassy whereas the
bottom surface was rough. The colour of the slag varied from light to dark grey
and brown. Interestingly, some pieces of the slag had fragments of coal
embedded into its surface. Analysis or the slag sample have also determined that
none or the pieces exhibited any considerable ferromagnetism. Consequently, it
can be stated that both clusters of slag have physical characteristics that are
consistent with hearth slag, which is the name given to slag that is formed by the
accumulation of slag droplets and scale, and oth er material such as metallic iron,
at the base of the smithing hearth (McDonneU 1983: 83).
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Unlike the Fort SL Joseph slag that was analysed by Uoglik. the Fenyl and
slag samp le did not contain many pieces that could be class ified as be ing
contaminated. Contaminated slag. acco rding to Unglik. consists of slagged
furnace lining and cinders which has an inhomogeneous structure lacking definite
recognizabl e micro-cons titu ents (Ught and Unglik 1984: 97). Co asequently,
co ntaminated slag is po rous and light in colour and we ight as oppose d to ' true"
slag which is dark, beavy and dense (light and Unglik 1984: 99-100) . X-ray
fluorescence analysis of the contaminated slag from Fort SL Joseph also found
that contaminated slag contained low iron and high silicate concentrations. Using
all of the above criteria it was determined tha t only thre e of the forty-six
Ferryland slag sampl es fit into this classification, two origina ting from Area B and
one from Area C (Samples 2.,11. and 45). These three samples had an average of
30.64% and 17.63% of both silica te and iron respectively (fables 7.1 and 7.2).
Unglik states tha t contaminated slag waspossibly formed by the "attac k of the
mo lte n slag on the forge lining- (U ght and Unglik 1984: 123). Accordingly,
Unglik states that finding a high propo rtion of contaminated slag suggests an
"inad equate stat e of technology' , likely due to the lack of proper maint enance of
the forge by the smith. Since forge welding require s a clean fire it is important
for the smith to clean out the forge once the fire is dead. Therefore,
contaminated slag possibly sugge sts that this was not being done (Light and
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Ungl..ik 1984: 123). Since only three of the Fenyland slag samples fit into the
contaminated. slag dassification it seems that the smiths who operated at
Ferry land frequently maintained their forge.
Adding to this idea is only a few of the slag pieces contained any iron
objects. The slag from Fort SL Josepb contained many iron objects. some of
which were remnan ts of objects that were lost in the forge. Unglik: artrfbu tes this
high iron object content to the carelessness of the blacksmith (Ligh t and Unglik
1984: 129). Since only one of the slag samples contained an iron object (Le.
possibly a small portion of a nail) it can be suggested that the Ferryland smiths
were competent at their work.
7.4 X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry (XRF) results
To conduct this study 46 slag samples (30 from Area B and 16 from Area
C) were analysed for 30 elements (i.e. Na, Mg, AI.Sf. P, S.a. K. ea. Sc, Se, Tlt,
~~_~~~k~_~~~k~k~~Th_~
using a FlSOnsl ARL model 8420 sequential wavelength dispersive x-ray
spectrom eter. Prior to the XRF analysis all the samples were first prepar ed as
pressed pellets using BRP-S933 Bakeli te phenolic resin (Longerich 1995: 1).
Ungllk conduct ed a similar type of XRF analysis an slag samples from Fa n St.
Joseph using standards that were commonly employed for geological samples. In
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this XRF examination. however, we decided to use an internal standard that was
produced using a homogenous mixture of the 46 slag samples. This was done
because many of the commercially available standards are based on iron ore
deposits and Dot on the by-products formed from refining the ore, which would be
the slag. From the slag mixture (Le. powder) two pressed pellets were produced
and then analysed repeat edly in order to obtain consistent results. Consequently,
XRF analysis was performed using both the Feny land internal standard and an
iron ore standard (lincolnshire Iron Ore deposit - Bureau of Analysed Samples.
Ltd. No. 301)(Mathias, Tubrett, and Carter 1997).
The XRF analysis determined there was no significant discrepancies
between the slag that originated from the smithy and that found at the southwest
corner of Area C (Tables 7.0. 7.1, and 72). Initially it seemed that there were
significant differences in the amount of copper and zinc found in the two clusters
of slag. However, after inspecting the data it became apparent that sampl e 19
was responsible for skewing the results since it contained amounts of coppe r and
zinc that were well above that found in the other samples. When sample 19 was
excluded from the total sample the clusters of slag from both Areas B and C were
found to have compositions that were very similar. Consequently, when using the
XRF data in conjunction with tha t obtained through the analysis of the artifacts
found in association with the two clusters of slag one
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can suggest that the Area C slag likely originated from the blacksmith shop
located at Area B. No evidence was uncovered that would substantiate the
existence of a second blacksmith shop in the Ferryland Pool area.
The XRF analysis also notified us of some interesting features found in the
slag samples. For example . copper was found to exist in all the samples with
some containing considerably high amounts. Sample 19, for example (which
originated from Area B). contained a very high amount of copper when compared
to the other samples (27889 ppm). The fact that high amounts of copper were
found in some of the slag samples suggests that the smiths were involved in the
working of copper or copper alloys (i.e. brazing).
Sample 19 possibly displays evidence of another technique that was
employed by the blacksmiths. As mentioned earlier this sample contained very
high quantities of both copper and zinc. which together form. the basic
composition of brass. Consequently, brass or copper alloy fillers were commonly
used in a forging technique known as brazing. In his article lronworking at an
Early Nineteenth Century Blacksmith Shop, Fort St. Joseph, Ontario: An
Examination of Iron and Slag, Unglik gives an excellent description of this process.
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He writes:
"Brazing was generally used to join broken objects that were impossible or
very difficult to weld, including cast-iron objects or high carbon steel tools.
To braze , the blacksmith placed broken pieces In the forge and beating
them to a brazing temperature. Then. placing the fractured surfaces
together, be added sand or borax as flux, and applied brass or copper
fillings between the two broken iron pieces so that the filler flowed into the
whole joint after melting. The brazed piece was left in the dying fire to
cool down until the filler solidified. The smith then removed the object
from the forge and trimmed off any excess brass or copper ." (Light and
Unglik 1984: 126-127).
When welding with brass, a much lower heat is used since this reduces the
possibility of the pieces becoming distorted. It is this particular quality of the
brass which makes this forging technique quite valuable especially when working
on finished gun barrels (Faulkner 1987: 149). Faulkner. in his examination of the
Pentagoet collection, also found evidence that the resident blacksmiths practised
this particular forging technique (Faulkner 1987: 148-149). The fact that sample
19 had such a high concentration of both copper and zinc was likely the result of
some molten brass spill ing into the forge hearth where it mixed with slag during
the process of brazing. Unfortunately, none of the iron artifacts excavated from
the smithy displayed any evidence of having been welded using this particular
technique.
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7.5 Summary
After a close examination of the artifacts excavated from events 154 (Area
B) and 229 (Area C) one can state that both stratigraphic layers are likely related.
Both events contained slag. brick fragments. roof slates. and similar types of
pottery. ther efo re it seems likely that event 229 was form ed after some of the slag
originating from the smithy was dumped in this area either before or after the
smithy wasdismantled. Further evidence that substantiates this claim is XRF
analysis, which bas determined that slag originating from both of these levels is
very similar metallurgically. Consequently, it seems that the slag discove red at
southwest comer of Area C origina ted from the smithy located at Area B.
Examina tion of the slag has also provided some interesting ideas about the
forging practices of the resident blacksmiths. Since few of the slag piece s were
"contaminated " it can be sugges ted that the blacksmiths maintained a clean fire.
Also, the fact that only one iron fragmen t was found in the slag sam ple
demonstrates that the smiths were very competent at the ir wor k. In additio n. the
XRF analysis of the slag provided evidence that seems to suggest that the smiths
frequently worked with either copper or copper alloys. Finally , the fact that
samp le 19 contained high amounts of both copper and zinc demonstrates that the
smiths likely practise d a forge tecbnique known as brazing .
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This type of analysis is extremely valuable since it can reveal a substantial
amount of informatioa about the working habits of blacksmiths which could not
be found through the examination of artifactsby themselves. Therefore. in the
future it would be interesting to conduct further metallurgic analysis on more of
the slag in order to discover more information about the working hab its of
seventeenth-century blacksmiths.
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Chapter Elgb t
Conclusions
8.1 Summary of Result s
Afte r analysing the artifacts a number of conctusions can be made
regarding blacksmithin g in seve nteenth-century Ferryland Th ese conclusions will
be briefly discusse d in the foUowingsection.
A letter written in 1622 by Captain Edward. Wynne make s refe rence to a
forge tha t bas recently been constructed. Therefore, the first matte r deal t with in
this thesis concern ed. the occupatio n period of the blacksmith sbop and if in fact it
was the same forge tha t was buil t by Wynne and. his men. After an examina tion
of pipe stems, pipe bowls, ceramics and glass fragments that were excavated. from
the forge it was ascertained that it was likely in use from 1622 to sometime
around the mid-seventeenth century . One piece of evidence that points to an
early date for smithy cons truction was a jetton referre d. to as a Nuremburg
counte r. This counter, which was recovered. from the forge floor. dates from
lS8()..161O. Pipe sterns, recove red. from event 154 and. leve l 28 also provided
information which added credibility to the idea that the forge was being used.
from c.162(}.1650. The most compelling evide nce tha t sugges ts tha t the forge
ceased operatio n around 1650 comes from both the excava ted ceramics and the
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glass artifacts.. All the ceramics recove red from the occupational layers bad
manufacture da tes corresponding to the proposed dates that the for-ge was in
operation (c.1622-16S0). Consequently, no ceramics types (i.e. combed slipwares
and late r westerwald stonewares) known to have originated afte r 1650 were
uncovered, An inte resting idea pertaining to the glassware was tha t DO shaft -and-
globe bottle fragments wer e discover ed fro m the blacksmith shop. Th ese
particular bottles came into vogue around the mid-seventee nth cen tury and soon
after became quit e common. When one considers this in conjunction with the
ceramic evidence it is likely tha t the forge ceased oper atio n sometime around
1650.
Th e secon d maner that wasdeal t with in this thesis was de termining both
the interior and exterior Iearures of the smithy. As far as it can be determined it
seems that the smithy was constructed primarily from wood which was placed
dir ectly into the ground without the use of a sill Excavations also established that
the smithy bad a dirt floor and was roofed with sla te. Unfortunately , DO more
evidence pertaining to the structural characteristics of the shop was discovered.
Since the shop was in a remar kable sta te of preservation it was rela tively
easy to pinpoint the vario us inte rior fea tures of the smithy (Figur e 42 ). Interior
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attribut es include such features as the forge. bellows, anvil and slack tub. in
addition to the storage. refuse. and social areas. The forge itse lf was constructed
of stone and measured four by six feet (1.2 by 1.8 metres) . Interes tingly, an
alcove in the forge may have bee n the place where the slack tub was situated
Immediate ly south of the stone forge two post holes were discovered which likely
represent the location of the bellows. The position of the anvil was determined in
a similar manner in that a large post hole. likely left behind when the wooden
block supporting the anvil decayed, was located to the east of the stone forge. To
the north of the forge a large pile of slag was uncovered which was possibly one
of the refuse areas used by the smiths. Finally, by plotting both pipe and ceramic
fragments it was hoped that I would be able to identify positively the social area
of the shop. However. artifact distributions showed that no area of the forge was
used specifi cally for this purpose. Cocsidering the small size of the shop it would
be reasonable to assume that almost all areas of the smithy overlapped with one
another.
The principal issue that was addressed in this study was the role of the
blacksmith in colonial Fenylaad. This type of analysis involved examinin g all the
iron artifacts that were excavated from the smithy in addition to other classes of
artifacts such as copper and flint It seems that most of the implements that were
recovered from the smithy were related either to building construction or to land
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cultivation, Items such as binges, nails.,spikes. eye books. staples. axes, mattocks,
scythes,and chise ls were uncove red in relative ly high numbers attest to the notion
that the smiths spent a grea t pan of their time manufacturing or repairing these
types of objects. During the period that the forge was in usc th e co lony at
Ferryland was in me very ear ly stages of its developme nt, When one conside rs
that Calvert may have invested up to £20.000 to £30,000 in the colony , this period
would have undo ubtedly been a time of increase d building cons truction. land
cultivation. and harvestin g of local materials such as wood (Pope 1986: 18). This
would have necessita ted the availability of many of the previousl y mentioned
tools.
An examina tion of the artifacts also dete rmined that the smi ths wer e
practising duties othe r than blacksmithing such as gunsmithing, coppersmithing,
fatri ering, and locksmithing. 'This notion seems to have been a common featur e
for blacksmiths working at isola ted communi ties throughout the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. As previously mentioned. excavations at other colonial,
frontier or rural settlements such as Peetagoet, Fan Vancouver, and Fan 51.
Joseph all uncove red evidence which depicted the local smith as someone who
had a multi-functional role . Conse que ntly, it seems baving a blac ksmith that
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was ab le to manufacture or repair a varie ty of items othe r than those norm ally
associated with blacks mithing was a prerequisite for many of these isolat ed
settlements.
The last section of this thesis dealt with the metallurgic analysis of two
cluste rs of smithy slag tha t were found at the blacks mith shop at Area B and at
the southwes t com er of Area C This metallurgic anal ysis, which was done in
conjunction with an examination of some of the excavated artifacts. have
determine d that both clusters of slag have very simil ar metallurgic compositions.
Consequently, it is highl y likely that the Area C slag origina ted from the
blacksmith shop excavat ed at Area B.
Examination of the slag (both visually and metall urgically) has also
provided us with some general ideas about the resident blacksmiths and their
forging techni ques. Low amounts of "contaminated slag- suggest that the smiths
frequently clean ed out the fire bed. whereas low num bers of iron pieces found
within the slag imply the y were also compe tent at their work. X-ray fluore scence
analysis has also det ermined tha t the smiths may have carri ed out a lot of work
dealing with copper o r copper alloys. The metallurgic analysis also displayed that
the smiths were practis ing a forging technique known as brazing .
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8.2 Conclusion
Until recently, the archaeological study of seve nte e nth -ce ntury
Newfoundland remained rela tively unexplored. This view is summed up by Pope
when be states "...in the context of early British Nonh American coloni es...
Newfoundland is one of the least intens ively studied and most often over -looked
by North American scholars" (Pope 1992: 4). During the last decade, however.
excavations at Ferryland under the direction of Dr . J am es Tuck, have rekindled
an Interes t in the early colonial period of Newfoundland history.
One of the mos t significant archaeological finds uncovered at Ferryland
was the discovery of a seventeenth-century blacksmith shop. What made this find
so important was that the smithy was in a remar kab le state of preservation. As a
result this smith y was probably the most complete seventeenth-century colonial
blacksmith shop ever exca vated. Since very little arc haeological information is
availabl e regarding seve nteenth-ce ntury colonial blacksmith shops this study offers
us a unique opportunity, Hopefully, this research will be used as a benchmark by
other historical archaeologists whe n studying blacksmith shops and their role in
th e colonial settlement.
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Why is it important to study a blacksmith shop? Perhaps the main reason
is that since almost all facets of life were influenced by the smith. a detailed
analysis of the forge would give us a better understanding of the overall
se ttlement and how society operated. As Wylie states "The blacksmi th was
considered the proverb ial jack-of-all-trades, a general repairman respo nsible for
almost all of the communities metal-working needs- (Wylie 1990:19). The smith's
shop was a place where tools for a number of different trades were made and
repaired along with a variety of other iron objects related to all aspects of life.
Therefore, a thorough examination of the artifacts excavated at the blacksmith
sbop used in conjunction with historical documentation and published literature
could possiblyenab le archaeologists to genera te a numbe r of general ideas abo ut
sevent eenth-century socie ty and the role that the smith played in shaping it,
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Plate 3.1 Aerial photograph of Ferryland 'Pool",
Plate 4.1 Archaeological excavation or the blacksmith shop during the '94
field season.
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Plate 4.2 Three roof slates that were excavated from the blacksmith shop.
157
Plate 4.3 Slone forge (Feature 26).
158
Plate 4.4 Anvil post molds (Features 28 and 29).
159
Place 4.5 Bellows post molds (Featur-es78 and 79).
160
Plate 4.6 Fragments of coal excavated from the forge floor.
16\
Plate 5.1 Pipe bowls excavated from th e forge (types A, B. C, D. E, F, G. and H).
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Plate 5.2 Pipe bowls excavated (rom the forge (types I, J. K. L. M. N, and 0 ).
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Plate 5.3 Pipe bowls excavated from the forge and stratum 28 (types X, P, Q,
R, S, and U).
Plate 5.4 Nuremburg counter (co 1S8Q..1610)(21.Smm in diameter).
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Plat e 6.4 Cold chisel fragment and two hand anvils.
169
Plat e 6.6 Axes.
170
I
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Plate 6.1 A.xe ....itb detacbed eye.
\
Plate 6.8 Gimlets thai were excavated at Ferryland.
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Plate 6.9 Woodworking tools (Le. forming chisel, plumb bob, caulking wedge.
and plane bit).
Plale 6.10 Mattock,
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Plate 6.11 Fanning tools (l.e. hand SC)1he and spade).
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J
Plate 6.12 Farner's tools (Le. hor seshoe, hor seshoe nail and clinch cutt er ).
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Plate 6.13 Nails and spikes.
Plat e 6.14 Building hardware (Le. hinges, pintle. sta ples, and eye boll).
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Plate 6.15 Furniture and building hardware (Le. handles and hasp ).
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Plate 6.16 Gunsmith's tools and associated items (i.e. Irtzzen, gun barrel, and
reamer).
181
182
Plate 6.18 Guntllnrs.
183
Plate 6.19 Lead shot.
184
Plate 6.20 Trap jaws and trap spring.
185
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Plate 6.21 Stock lock and keys.
Plate 6.22 Various copper and/or brass artifacts.
187
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188
Plate 6.23 f ishing items (Le. fish prongs, anchor nuk e. and fish hooks).
189
190
Plate 7.1 Slag excavated from the smithy (Area B) and event 229 (Area C).
Plate 7.2 Caked-shaped slag having a convex base and a concave upper
surface.
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Unexc avated Rock Rubble
AU gnment
Profile taken a t El. El.S and E.2
"'l~ure 4.1 ":sc,n'al loll Ilrofile or bhu:lumilh shOll(Ar e. U).
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FUTURE78& 79
o 0
N
~
Feature 26 4 Stone forge.
Fr2tures 27 an d 31 - Large concentration of scale. coal. charcoal . and slag loca ted around anvil
post mo lds.
Feature 36 _ High concentrations of both coal and charcoaJ likely representative of the location
of the fuel pile.
Features 28 and 29 - Anvil post molds .
Fea ture 37 - Post mold (possible loca tion of the swage) .
Features78aod79-- Post molds that likely represent the loca tion of the posts that held the
bellows in place.
Figure 4.2 La yout oCthe blacksmith shop showio l: location ohan oo",features.
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figure 4.3 possible layoul or blacksmith shop.
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Figure 4.4 Ano tbe r possible layout of the blacksmith shop.
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Figure 4.5 Floor piau of blacksmith shop, showiDg percentages of slag-p;':-u-~itsquare
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Figure 4.6 Floor plan of blac.k!mith sbop.,showing pereeatages of ro pper artifacts per
unit square (D""16O).
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Figure 4.7 Floor plln oCblacks mith shop, show ing percen tages orcase bottle fragments
per unit squar-e(0- 315).
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Figure 4.8 Floor plan ofbIacktmith shop, showing percentages of pipe frag ments per
unit square (0:::866).
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Table 5.1 Bore diametcn aDd assectated meaa date of white cl3y plp estems
ucavatcd (rom event 154.
Event 154
202
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL 748
Meanpipe stembore is 7.53476
MeandateforEvent 154is 1644
Event 154
Number
o
o
4S
334
293
76
JSO
300
, SO
' 00
150
100
SO
1'" 1164
Pipe:BOI'C Diame ter
Table II Bore diameten and associ2 ted mean date ohvhite cl.2y ptpestems
excan.ted (rom stratum 2C.
Stratum 2C
203
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
1164
8/64
9/64
TOTAL~--------
Meanpipe stem boreis 7.5469
Meandate for Stratum2C is 1643
64
Numbu
o
o
4
26
29
S
Stratum 2C
20
IS
10
616. 7/64 1164
PipeBoreDiamcler
9164
Table S.J Bore diameten and associated mUD date orwbite clay pipestems
excavated Irem stratu m JA.
Stra tu m 3A
204
Stem Bore
4/64
5164
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL _
Meanpipestembore is 7.41667
Meandate for Stratum JA is 1648
24
Number
o
o
I
12
11
o
Stratum 3A
12
10
6/6-4 7/64 1/64
PipeBoreDiameter
T. ble S..c Bore diameten and asseciated mean date ofwb ite t1:typfpestems
exc.avated from stratum Jc.
Stratum3C
205
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL_- _
Mean pipe stem bore is 7 .92308
Mean date for Stratum 3C is 1629
13
Number
o
o
o
I
12
o
Stratum 3C
7/64 1164
Pipe B«e Diameter
Table 5.5 Bore diameten and associated mean dat e or white d :aypipcstems
n o vated (rom event 136.
Eveol136
206
Stem Bore
4164
5164
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL~------­
Meanpipe stembore is 7.5ססOO
Meandate for Event 136 is 1645
16
Number
o
o
o
9
6
1
Event 136
7164 1/64 9/64
Pipe Bon:Diameter
Table 5.6 Bore diameten and associated mU Ddate of white da y ptpestems
es eavated from stratum 28.
Stratum 28
207
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
&/64
9/64
TOTAL~--- _
Meanpipe stembore is 7.14453
Meandate for Stratum2B is 1659
256
Number
o
IS
21
148
56
16
Stratum 2B
100
14<>
"<>
100
10
00
4<>
20
o-"'--,-- -'---,---'-----r- -'---.--'---,-./
Sf • • 6/&4 7164 L'64
Pipe Bon:Diamcler
9/64
Table 5.7 Bore diameten and associ2ted mao date orwbite day piprst ems
aavated (rom event 229.
EveDt229
208
Stem BOR
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL_-- - - - _
Mean pipestem bore is 7.58824
Meandatefor Event229 is 164I
17
Number
o
o
1
9
3
4
Event 229
6/64 7164 1/64
Pipe BoreDiam~let
9164
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Table 5.8 Percentage of Different Pottery Types Excav ated From the Smithy
Manufactu re Dat e Numbe r or Per cent age
Fragments
North Devon 1550-1750 320 59.9%
SmoothCEW
Nort h DevoD Gravel 1450-1750 67 12.5%
CEW
North Devon 1550- 1700 II 2.1%
Ca lcareous CE W
North Devon 1635-1700 4 0.7%
Sgramto
South Somenet 1550-1700 3 0.6%
Sgraffito
Ternes 1300-1660 31 5.8%
Merid a 1300-1800 33 6.2%
Midla nds Purple 1600- 1750 5 0.90/0
Sou tb Somerset 1550- 1750 26 4.90/0
Southern Whi te 1600-1720 I 0.2%
BelJarmine 1550-1725 18 3.4%
Norman dy Brown 1500-1800 I 0.2%
En glish Tin Glaze 1600-1650 5 0.9%
French Tin Glaze 1630- 1690 6 l.l%
Spanish Lus treware 1500-1700 3 0.6%
Manufacture dates for pottery taken from Peter Pope's MA thesis "Ceramics
From Seventeenth Century Ferryland, Newfoundland (CgAf-2, Locus B)" and
Stanley South 's "Method and Theory in Historical Archaeology".
Tab le 6.1
.:! IO
Bladumith Shop Gunflinu (Area B)
Ca talogue # Length (mm) Wi dt h (mm) T hickn ess (mm) Col our
#31824 20 .0 27. 1 7.4 light grey
#31652 26.5 38.8 11.7 light-darkgrey
# 1263 79 25 .6 30.6 12.6 ligh t grey
#35780 16.8 28. 1 9.5 light-dark grey
#126382 15.9 30.7 5.5 light-dar k grey
#3~6 23.5 28.7 9.9 light grey
# 144624 27.0 23.7 8.5 grey-black
#1-'1190 23.0 29 .4 7.4 light brov..'T\
#123213 23.3 25 .2 10.6 ligh t-dark grey
(mottled)
# U 6557 7.6 23.1 21.1 light-dark grey
Gunflint Media n: 24.2 26.8 9.1
(com plete nints)
Total GunOints "" 4
T ota l C unnint Fragments "" 10
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Appendix 1
Clay Pipe Typology
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Type A (1616-1640)
Four pipe bowls of this fonn were excavated at the smithy. It is quite
possible that these pipe bowls represent the earliest occupation of me blacksmith
shop. Pope states tha t this type is very similar to some of those tha t were
manufactured in London (po pe 1988: 32). Characteristics of this parti cular type
are :
- Oat slightly elevated round base
- small bowl that is slightly tilted forward
• milling around the upper portion of the bowl
Type B (1626-1660)
Excavations uncover ed two pipe bowls of this particu.lar type (E 154).
These bowls have traits which make them compara ble to those that were being
made in either Bristol or in the South during this period (Pope 1988: 32).
Characteristics of this type are :
- flat elevated round base
- small elongated overhanging bowl
- milling around the upper portion of the bowl
220
Type C (1620-1660)
Excavations of the smithy has unearth ed seven pipe bowls of this type (six
from E 154 and one from Stratum 3A) . Pope states that this type was similar to
those being manufactured in Bristol. London. or the South durin g this period
(Pope 1988: 32). Faulkner. however. claims that these pipe bowls originated from
Exeter (Faulkn er 1997: personal communica tion). Characteristics of this type are:
• flat elevated round base (one bowl has a base tha t is more
oval in shape than round)
• forward proje cting small bowl
- milling around the upper portion of the bowl
Type D (1620-1650)
Seven pipe bowls of this form were excavated at the smithy (E 154). These
types are comparab le to those of either London. Bristol or Dut ch man ufacture
(Pope 1988: 32). Charact eristics of this type are:
- large flat elevated round base (one base is slightly smaller
than the others)
- small bowl that is slightly tilted forward
• milling around the upper portion of the bowl
• one base bas the initials EI
221
Type E (1635-1665)
This was the most common type of pipe bowl excavated (n = 24) from the
blacksmith shop (twenty three from event 154 and one from stratum 2B). These
pipes are similar to those being manufacrured at Plymouth during this period
(pope 1988: 32). Characteristics of this type are :
• flat round elevated base (in some cases the base was either
slightly droo ping forward. elevated perpendicular to tbe stem
or in line with the stem)
• bowl is slightly tilted forward
• milling around the upper portion of the bowl
eO
o
Type F (1630-1660)
Excavations unearthed seve n pipe bowls of this type (event 154). This type
is comparable to forms that were being made in Exeter at tha t time (Pope 1988:
32). Characteristics of this type are :
- slightly elevated large Oat base
- bowl is slightly tilted forward
• milling around the upper portion of the bowl
222
Type G (1640-1680)
Two of these Exeter type pipe bowls were excavated from the forge floor
(pope 1988: 32). Characteristics of this type are ;
- flat round base that is in line with the stem
• bowl is slightly tilted forward
• milling around the upper portion of the bowl
Type H (1640-1670)
Excavations of the forge floor uncovered two pipe bowls of this type.
These pipe bowls were similar to being manufactured at Exeter during this period
(Pope 1988: 32). Characteristics of this particular type are:
• large flat round base that is in line with the stem
- small bowl tha t is slightly tilted forward
• milling is found on the upper portion of the bowl
o
D
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Type 1 (1646-1670)"
Three pipe bowls of this type were excavated at the smi thy. The se pipe
bowlswere likely manufactured in either Bristo l or the South (pope 1988: 32).
Faulkner, however, claims that these pipe bowis originat ed from Exeter (Faulkn er
1997: personal communication). Characteristics of this particular type ar e:
- elevated flat round base
- forward pro jecting small bowl
• DO milling on the upper portion of the bowl
- Maker's mark on the heel bas the initials I.H. or H~
Type J (1650-1680)
FIVe pipe bowlsof this particular type were discove red durin g excavations.
Pope states that these pipe bowls are very similar to types that wer e be ing
manufactured in Exeter at this time (pope 1988: 32) . Chara cteristics of these
Exeter type pipe bowls are:
- large elevated flat round base
- forward proj ecting bowl
- milling found on upper portion of the bowl
- Maker's mark on the hee l in the shape of a rose tte
224
Type K (1650-1690)
Excavations uncovered five pipe bowls of this variety. It is possible that
these pipes were manufactured in Bristol (Pope 1988: 32). Characteristics of
these specific pipe bowls are:
- large elevated flat round base
- forward projecting bowl is slightly larger than other types
previously descnbed
- milling found on the upper portion of the bowl
oo
Type L (1650-1680)
Two types of this particular bowl form.were unearthed from the smithy
floor. Pope interpreted this form. as being similar to those being manufactured at
Exeter in the second half of the seventeenth century (Pope 1988: 32).
Charact eristics of this pipe bowl form are:
- large flat round base that is in line with the stem (the base
of one pipe bowl is more oval in shape than round)
• forward projecting bowl
- milling found on upper portion of the bowl
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Type M (1630·1650)
Three pipe bowls of this type were discovered during excavations of the
smithy. It is possible that this type was manufacmred at Bristol during this period
(pope 1988: 32). Characteristics of this bowl form are :
- slightly elevated round base
- small slightly projecting bowl
- milling was found on the upper portion of the bowl
Type N (1640-1660)'
Excavations of the blacksmith shop have uncovered two clay pipes of this
variety. Pope states that this type is of London manufacture (Pope 1988: 32).
Characteristics of this bowl form are :
- small spur found at base of bowl
- small slightly projecting bowl
- milling was found on the upper portion of the bowl (both
rouletted and grooved types were found)
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Type 0 (1646-1665)
One type of this particular bow l form was found during th e excava tion of
the smithy. It is possible that this form wasproduced in London during the mid-
seventeenth century. Characteristics of the type 0 pipe bowl are :
- round or slightly oval base
- base could be either in line with the stem or slightly
drooping forward
• bowl that sligh tly projects forward
- milling was found on the upper portion of th e bowl
(rouletting)
D
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Type P (1660-1710)
Ten of these pipe bowls were found during the course of the excava tion in
stratum 2B (stratum 2B is a layer found overlying the blacksmith sho p but see ms
to be related to a late seventee nth -ce ntury dome stic stru cture tha t is locat ed to
the north of the forge). These pipe bowls are of a form that was being
manufactured in Barnstaple during the second half of the sev enteenth century
(pope 1988: 32) . Faulkner, however. claims that these pipe bowls o rigina ted from
Exeter (F aulkner 1997: pe rsonal communication). Features of this particular bowl
type arc :
- small elevated oval shape d base
<large slightly forward projecting bowl
- milling is found on the upper portion of the bowl
(roulettin g)
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Type Q (1660-1710)
Excavation of stratum 2B unearthed five pipe bowls of this particular type
(stra tum 2B is a layer found overlying the blacksmith shop but seems to be
re lat ed to a late seventeenth-ce ntury domestic structure tha t is locate d to the
nonh of the forge). This form was possibly prod uced in ei ther London or Bristol
(Pope 1988: 32). Attributes of type are :
• no hee l or spur waspresent
- large slightly forward proje cting bowl
- milling is found on the upper po rtion of the bowl
(roulettin g)
Type R (1640-1670)
Five pipe bowls of this type were recovered during the excavations. These
pipe bowls were possibly manufactured in eithe r Lando n or Bristol (Pope
1988:32). Chara cteristi cs of type R pipe bowls are :
- slightly elevated fIat round bases
- forward projecting bowls
• milling found on upper ponion of the bowl (roule tting and
grooving)
- Maker's mark with the initials R' C, foun d on heel
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Type S (1640-1_ )
Excavations of the smithy uncovered twO pipe bowls of this form. It is
possible that this type was produced in Exeter (Pope 1988: 32). Characteristics of
this type are :
[
- small elevated oval base
• slightly forward projecting bowl
- milling found on upper portion of the bowl (rouletting and
grooving )
!)
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Type U (1630- 16<iO)
Excavatio ns unearthed one pipe bowl of this type . This form looks
comparable to those manufactur ed in London during this peri od. Features of this
particular pipe bowl are :
- flat round slightly elevated base
- small, narr ow pipe bowl that slightly projects forward
- milling is presen t on the upper portion of the bowl
(rouletting)
- Maker' s mark on the heel bas the initials LS.
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To view clay pipes with bowl shapesand maker's markssimilar to those
that have been previously described one should also refer to Atkinson and Oswald
(1969 and 1972), Eric Atyo (1979), D.H. Duco (1981), A. Grant and D. Jemmett
(1985), James Bradley and Gordon DeAngelo (1981), Oswald (1960 and 1969),
Ulysses Pernambucano de Mello (1983) and rain Walker (1977) .




